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Greeks awarded for excellence Former employees Sue
Phi Delta Theta wins Greek House of the Year
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Greek organizations at UOP have
had an outstanding year, and their con
tributions to UOP and the Stockton
community wererecognizedat the 1991
Greek Awards.
Todd Hillman of Omega Phi Alpha
was named Fraternity Man of the Year,
Julie Fulmer of Alpha Chi Omega was
named Sorority Woman of the Year,
and Tri-Delta won theaward for Greek
Scholarship.
"From my point of view it's been a
great year. That was evident in April
when we went to the Western Regional
Greek Conference and walked away
with several awards," said Tom
VanSchoor, Assistant Dean of Student
Life.
' Phi Delta Theta was named Greek
Chapter of the Year, given to the out
standing fraternity or sorority that, in
VanSchoor's words "sets the model for
the rest of the campus to follow."
"Phi Delt has succeeded in develop
ing comprehensive programs in the
areas of scholarship and community
service. Their ability to foster leader
ship is evidenced by the involvement
they demonstratein many areas of cam
pus life including studentadvising, resi
dential life and student government,"
said Victoria Goff, who presented the
award.
Phi Delt celebrated its fifth anniver
sary last Saturday night. "We have
achieved much for being here only five
years," said President Steve Toma.
Once again, die men of Archania
won the Community Service award.
The Teeter-Totter marathon raised
$1,500 for a UOP scholarship fund.
Archania held a Halloween safety pro
gram for students at Cleveland School,
sponsored a Stockton Little League
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University, Atchley charged with wrongful discharge, slander, age discrimination

Assistant News Editor
1

Since 1908

By Ben Goorin
News Editor
Four lawsuits have been recendy
filed against the University by former
employees in the latest stage of an on
going legal batde between the Univer
sity and some of its past employees.
On Jan. 30,1991, RossM. Morton,
former director of physical plant, filed
a complaint under the Superior Court
of San Joaquin County for defamation
In a formal, written complaint,
Morton claims that the defendant, Uni
versity of the Pacific, "acted mali
ciously, oppressively, and fraudulendy
in publishing the fact that Plaindff
[Morton] had been running a black
market operation"
The published material referred to
is an articled tided, "Profile: Atchley at
20 months," which appeared in the
April 20,1989 edition of Tte Paci/ican.
Matthew Okamoto, the editor in chief
Tom Van Shoor stands with Steve Thomas and Todd Hillman
that year, wrote that Morton had "apparendy
been running a black market
team, and entertained patients at Stock is a business student, butfinds timefor
operation for many years."
the
Conservatory
performing
with
the
ton State Hospital singing Christmas
Morton's complaint says that by
carolsand performingtheirBandFrolic wind ensemble and string quartet.
authorizing
the publication and by not
Fulmer is involved with several cam
skit.
"investigating
and punishing those
Fraternity Man of the Year Hillman pus organizations including Alpha
employees responsible," the Univer
has been involved with the Lambda Delta, Beta Gamma Sigma,
sity is responsible for the contents of
Intrafralernity Council, coordinating the Order of Omega, Mortar Board Honor
the article.
IFC Ski Trip and IFC Golf Tourna Society, Phi Kappa Phi and is president
"The Plaintiff has suffered loss of
ment. He has been a Student Advisor of Newman House.
his reputation, shame, mortification,
Presenting the award to Tri-Delta
for three years and has served as an
and hurt feelings and mental suffering
for
scholarship, Goff said, "By com
Orientation Coordinator. Hillman has
all to his general damages within juris
also been involved with ASUOP and bining incentives with rewards and rec diction of this Court," says the com
has served as the co-chair of the Uni ognition for those who succeed aca plaint.
versity Substance Abuse Intervention demically and implementing study
Inaseparate case,RalphR.Schmidt,
Committee for two years. He has vol hours and house quiet hours, Tri-Deita the former assistant superintendent of
unteered timein supportof theR.O.A.D. is again recipient of the Greek Scholar physical plant working under Morton,
program and has been active in the ship Award." Tri-Delta's chapter grade is suing the University and President
community through the Anderson Y point average for spring 1991 was3.13 Bill Atchley for wrongful discharge.
and for fall 1990 was 3.22.
and the Quail Lakes Baptist Church.
Schmidt claims that the defendants
Sorority Woman of the Year Fulmer
"breached their employmentagreement
has served Alpha Chi as president.She
with Plaintiff by discharging the Plain
tiff from his employment without good

cause," as stated in the complaint filled
March 15, 1991, with the Superior
Court of San Joaquin county.
Schmidt's complaint continued that
Atchley terminated him "not for any
legitimate business reason, but for his
own personal gain and/or for his own
personal reasons which were not con
nected with hisduties as an employee."
For the defense, in an answer to the
complaint filed April 23, 1991, the
"Defendants generally deny each and
every allegation of the Complaint and
each cause of action therein, and fur
ther deny that Plaintiff was or will be
damaged in any sum or sums whatso
ever."
A third case has been filed by the
former director of Public Safety,
Norman Askew, who according to his
attorney, Martin F. Jennings, Jr., is su
ing for wrongful discharge and defa
mation.
Former director of personell, Ed
Case, filed for Age Discrimination and
Wrongful Termination.
All four cases are being handled by
the Law Offices of Jennings& Jenks in
Sacramento. Jennings, who undertakes
cases on acontingency basis,says heis
confident that all four will end up in
court.

UOP files its own cases
In its own set of suits, the Univer
sity has been actively investigating the
whereabouts of unaccounted funds
which have been allegedly disappear
ing since the mid-1970s.
In a case known to UOP as the
"toilet paper scandal," Robert Borsdorf
Jr., the University's assistant custodial
manager until March 1989, was ac
cused of conspiring to alter or fabricate
invoices for toilet paper supplied to the
University.
Danny Dunne, an investigator with
Public Safety, explained to the court

that Borsdorf has identified vendors
who cooperated in the embezzlement
Dunne suggested other University
employees may also have been in
volved.
In a complicated and lengthy in
vestigation, Dunne says he is trying to
uncover what he calls, "a fairly large
conspiracy."These investigations have
led to both criminal and civil suits not
only against Borsdorf, but also "four
merchants who supplied various prod
ucts, machinery, equipment and ser
vices for the operation and mainte
nance of the University's physical
plant," according to the filled com
plaint
"I'venever seen something as com
plex and blatant as this embezzlement
stuff," says Dunne. "It's mind bog
gling." He also says that the, "potential
[financial recoveries to be recovered
[for the University] is substantial."
Dunne says that Atchley is deter
mined torecover theUniversity'slosses;
He also says that Atchley, "gets real
upset when people take advantage of
the University."
"The president wantsto know what
goes on at the University," says Dunne.
For Borsdorf, this did not make life
easy. "They ask me about things that
are being done in different depart
ments," says Borsdorf in a statement to
the court.
"The president is on a witch hunt to
find corruption in UOP and make ma
jor changes and do it his way."
Atchley was unavailable to com
ment on the recent lawsuits
A source who wished to remain
anonymous says there are many more
law suits filed against the University in
other counties. This statement cannot
be confirmed at this time. All of the
above case, except the Borsdorf case,
are still pending trial or arbitration.
Scott Jurgenson contributed to this report.

UOP AT ITS BEST Graduation marks new beginning
University comes together for Convocation
By Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff Writer
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Players competed last Saturday to benefit Muscular Dystrophy
"miracle mile" spending a great deal of
By Mark Hautala
time painting over gang-related graf
Staff Writer
fiti, picking up garbage and weeding
i
Omega Phi Alpha and Archania around the shops. In addition to this
S AE has served meals to the homeless
got together to put on a Two-Man
Volleyball Tournament to benefit the at SaintMary'sand donated manpower
MuscularDystrophyAssociation.The to the county's Honor Farm.
all-day event was held last Saturday,
Phi Delta Theta
and funds from the event will be used
Hosted a telethon benefitting cere
|to provide community and patient
bral palsy.They also serenaded several
I services to area children and adults
convalescent homes including the
1 with some of forty different neuro
Golden Age Home for the Elderly.
muscular diseases.
The philanthropy concluded a
Omega Phi Alpha
year-long committment to the com
Was active in the Human Race rais
munity by UOP's Greek Houses. The
ing over $900 for UOP's ROAD pro
following highlights whathouses have
gram; Jack Victory placed first in the
' done:
10 kilometer run and Aaron Schneir
won the 10 K bike race, raising $200
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
iv»iu/pen the two of them. On two
Took control of the merchant's

seperate occasions, Omega Phi Al
pha has aided the University in event
set-up and clean-up: the Community
Service Fair and the Health Fair.

Alpha Kappa Phi
Archania started the year off in
style with their annual Teeter-Totter
party. This is a four-day event from
which all proceeds are given to the
UOP scholarship fund. They also
sponsored a safe Halloween Program
at Cleveland elementary school. To
add to the list, Archania spent an
evening singing Christmas carols to
children at the Mary Graham shelter,
held an encore performance of their
band frolic skit at the Stockton State
Mental Hospital and sponsored aLittie
Leage team here in Stockton.

(See HOUSES, page 2)

Everyone awaits that moment to
cross the threshold between school
and the working world. For the UOP
class of 1991 that moment has ar
rived.
To help celebrate, the University
has planned many events outside of
commencement.
On May 24th, there will be an AllUniversity Convocation. According
to Vice President of Academic Af
fairs Joseph L. Subbiondo, the pur
pose of the convocation is to recog
nize the graduating class. 'The con
vocation is a way of celebrating the
academic achievements of graduates
and faculty," Subbiondo said.
The commencement address at the
convocation will be given by Wil
liam H. Dehning who is the recipient
of this year's Distinguished Faculty
Award. Subbiondo said, "Having a
faculty member speak is a way of
honoring professors." According to
Subbiondo, a faculty member will be
the honored speaker every four or
five years.
The
the
1I1C event
CVCill will
wm also
aiau include
uiviuuv «—
presentation of the class gift made by
senior Benjamin T. Goorin. Presentation of Aii-University awards, as
well as awards for Order of Pacific,

follows between May 25 and 26:
COP on Knoles Lawn at8:30am; SIS
in the Faye Spanos concert Hall at
11:30; School of Education in the
same place at 2:00; School of Engi
neering on Knoles Lawn at 5:30pm;
and the Conservatory of Music in
Fay Spanos Hall at 7:30. May 26:
SBPA on Knoles Lawn at 8:30am;
Pharmacy at Knoles Lawn at 11:00;
University College atFaye Spanos at
2:30.
Other events scheduled prior to
commencement are the ecumenial
Baccalaureate Service held this Sun
day at 11:00am in Morris Chapel and
a President's Reception for gradu
ates on Wednesday at 4:30 at the
garden at the President's home.
"Each college and school Dean
designed their own commencement,
so they have their own character that's
part of UOP's attention given to stu
dents so they won't feel lostin a large
commencement," Subbiondo said.

Job search reality
for the soon-to-be
graduate
By Burton Jay Nadler

Director of UOP's Career Planning
and Placement Office
You may have already read the
doom-and-gloom articles bemoaning
that this will be one of the worst job
markets for college graduates in over a
decade. While I will not dispute any
so-called "facts" cited within these

(See REALITY, page 2)
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Faculty Award will be done as well.
The convocation Takes place at
5:30pm on Knoles Lawn. Immedi
ately following, Graduates, Faculty
and guests are invited to a reception
at the President's home.
The commencement programs for
the different schools are staggered as
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Pharmacy students host fair
By Rae Ann Ramsey

By Burt Nadler

nternational Editor
There were children everywhere
n Saturday May 11,1991 in front of
(noil's Hall. Adivision oftheAcadmy of Students of the Pharmacy,
the Professional Affairs Committee,
rganized a drug awareness activity
day for these children and there was
aughter, food, and games for all the
hildren of Oak Tree Park and Mary
Graham's Chilren's Center.
The day started at 10:30 a.m. at
the School of Pharmacy, where the
children were entertained by a magic
show, program about nutrition and a
juppet show dealing with drug aware
ness. Dave Wu provided the puppets
and the children seemed to love the
events.
The directors of Drug Awareness
Day, headed by Saundra Natvig, led
the kids to knoll's lawn where the
jharmace fraternities set up a carni
val for the children. They atehotdogs,
chips and ice-cream cups and then
played at various booths. "We had a
Fun time and it was pretty successful.
This was our second annual Drug
Awareness Carnival," said Ms.
Nativig of the event. Kappa Phi set
up the "Martian Splash," and "Bean
Bag Toss," booths. Lambda Kappa
Sigma was the host of the goldfish
booth and Phi Delta Chi did the ring
toss.
At each booth the kids had an
opportunity to win prizes and their
favorite was Lambda Kappa Sigma's
goldfish booth. Many of the chil
dren could be seen carrying around
little bags with a tiny fish moving
about. "I am going to call him

First, congratulations! You should be proud of your accomplishments. Commencement does mean "a beginning."
For some it will mark the beginning of job search efforts and for most it will mark the beginning of a new phase in the
process. We at Career Planning and Placement want to remind you that our services are available to you beyond
graduation, invite you to visit our office throughout the summer, provide general advice regarding post-graduation job
search, and note a few tips for those completing job search at "home."
1) If you cannot express yourgoals, discuss your situation 9) Establish a relationship a person with whom you can
candidly discuss job search efforts.
with a Career Planning and Placement counselor.
2) Take courses related to field(s) of interest.
3) Find volunteer work within your field(s) of interest
4) Find some form of part-time employment.
5) Make a calendar and keep track of your efforts.

(REALITY, from page 1)

10) When you obtain an interview, don't panic, locate
information on the company or organization via the
following methods.
11) When developing a "job search network," be sure to
make contact with faculty members, do not limit
yourself to people you already know, nor spend too
much time identifying alumni.

6) Locate and, if possible, use career resources facilities
12) Update your resume whenever appropriate.
near home.
7) Locate and use large public or college libraries.

13) Continue your efforts to learn about fields of interest

8) Find a place outside the house to conduct job search 14) Stop by Career Planning and Placement, update or
complete a registration form, and leave a copy of your
activities.
resume.

Tommy the Tiger gets friendly with children and a pharmacy
student during the Drug Awareness festival.

'Lucky'," said one little girl. After
voting on the selection of booths,
there appeared to be no contest. The
children clapped the loudest for the
gold fish! Sandra then rounded the
kids up for several different relay
races, which included the Gunny sack
race, the three-legged race and the
balloon squashing race. Following
the racing activities, kids were en
couraged to partake in the dance con

test, where each person won a prize
of candy. At 2:30 the children were
directed over to the Alanzo Stagg Sta
dium for the Bently Brother's Circus.
After the circus was over, "we took
the children home," said Natvig.
Overall the day was huge success
and the children had a wonderful
time. "I wish we could do this every
day," explained a very tired little boy.

Time for seniors to get real
pieces, I will takea different approach.
An optimist sees a glass as half full, a
pessimist sees it as half empty, and a
realistic sees the glass and says "I'm
thirsty, let's drink." Well, I'm a job
search realist. I view job search as a
process conducted by individuals com
municating with other individuals, not
by graduating classes interacting with
a job market As a realist I say, "If
you're looking for a job, there is always
an effective next step you can take. No,
I'm notan optimist. I realize that there
is a downturn in the economy and that
on-campus recruiting efforts and hir
ing targets of many employers were
downsized. I know that for many of
you the summer will bring the frustra
tions associated with being told "thisis
a bad year and we don't anticipate
hiring anyone soon." But, I'm not a
pessimist. There are a great many
things that recent-graduate job seekers
can (andshould) do to find a job during
difficult times.

THE UOP GRADUATE'S JOB
SEARCH SURVIVAL KIT

efforts. Starting your search now means
that you should be prepared for some
added frustrations, but it doesn't mean
thatyouwon'tbesuccessful. Youmust
give yourself the time and be persistent
and patient enough to be successful.
Realize thata good jobsearch may take
3-6 months and develop a plan which
will account for the emotional ups and
downs of job search. Part-time em
ployment, volunteering for a position
which is related to your job search
goals, and taking coursesare just three
suggestions.
What if I don't know what I want
to look for?

You might think it is best to state
"I'm open" to inquiries regarding your
job search goals. Ironically, it is best to
state specific goals. Particularly in
difficult times, the more open you are,
the more difficult job search will be.
Without focus, you will be limited to
what we call "reactive" job search,
responding to posted opportunities.
Before we identify some specific With focus you will be able to under
tips let's all agree that it's o.k. to take a "proactive," or goal-directed
graduate without a job!" We under search, communicating directly with
stand that it isn'teasy to admit to your potential employers within fields of
self, nor to your favorite (or lease interest. By stating specific prefer
favorite) uncle that you don't have a ences when someone asks, you will
job, but, don't be down on yourself. facilitate "networking," the process
Allow yourself the timeto revel in your which accounts for most job search
accomplishments. Obtaining a degree, successes. We know that it is counter
and most importantly, completing the intuitive for most job seekers to think
all-encompassing life experience that that the more "narrow" their goals the
is UOP is deserving of much congratu more "open" they are to opportunities,
lations. You should be very proud of but in truth that is exactly the nature of
yourself. Be aware that most college job search. Career Planning and
graduates do not have jobs as of gradu Placement's Career Focus Program is
ation. Even during so-called "good an ideal way to begin the goal setting
years"national surveysreveal thatabout process. The first step in the program is
25-40 percent of student job seekers a visit to our office.
receiving undergraduate degrees have
What is the best strategy forsome
accepted offers as of their graduation
dates. By January 1st after graduation, one just graduating?
the number of employed graduates
doubles, to 50-80 percent If it makes
Asyoumightguess from answers to
you feel better to know you are not previous questions, the very best strat
alone if you do not have a job, great egy is to be "goal-directed" and not
Most importantly, as a job search real limit yourself to posted opportunities.
ist I think you should understand how This does not mean that you should
important the summer and Fall are for ignore the want ads, but it does mean
developing and implementing effec that you should develop and imple
tive job search strategies.
ment a multi-faceted approach. Write
the very best resumes you can, having
Is it too late to be looking?
at least one that is "targeted," citing a
specific objective; distribute them to
No, it's never too late. This is the people who can help you with your
time when most college graduates be efforts ("network"); communicate with
gin looking. Understand how impor potential employers directly; respond
tant it is to develop a strategy for your to postings; and maintian continued

communications with all employers
and network members. Thinking of
job search as a "communications" pro
cess, not as an "applications" processis
the very most productive perspective.
This will motivate you to be an active
communicator of your goals and jobrelated interests and skills. While we
can make generalizations concerning
the best strategy, job search style can be
as unique as the individuals seeking
employment. Please work with some
one — a career planning and place
ment counselor, a faculty member, a
family member, or a friend—who can
serve as a job search coach and job
search support person.
Is Career Planning and Place
ment open during the summer?
Most definitely, yes! This is when
we can provide individualized atten
tion and meet your specific career coun
seling and job search coaching needs.
We are looking forward to being in our
new facility in McConchie Hall some
time soon. Until we do move, please
stop by the second floor of Anderson
Hall to say "hello" and letus know how
we can be of assistance.
Also, keep in mind that we have
establishedaregistration system which
indexes job seekers by fields of interest
and by geographic preference and al
lows us to release pertinent informa
tion to potential employers. If you
have not yet registered with us, if you
wish to update any information, or if
you have not given us a copy of your
resume for our files, please do so.
We would like to personally con
gratulate each and every one of you on
your graduation. You should look for
ward to your commencement with
pride. We all know that commence
ment means "a beginning." For some
it will mark the beginning of your postgraduation employment or graduate
study. For many with will mark the
beginning of job search efforts. For
most it will mark the beginning of a
new phase in the process. Don't be
pessimistic. Don't let negative articles
stop you from taking action or give you
an excuse to postpone your efforts.
Now is the time to begin! You have a
great deal tooffer potential employers.
Be a realist There is a job out there for
you. If we can help in any way, please
let us know.

The above are keys to job search success. It is much better to answer the question "What are you doing now?" with
comments like 'Taking courses and volunteering with a related organization," rather than "Just looking and hanging
around the house." When you startclasses or volunteer experiences immediately update your resume. By being active
you will avoid some of the psychological pitfalls associated with yourefforts. Job search will take time. By staying busy
you will keep your enthusiasm up and your approach positive.

Seniors donate the
gift of light
Graduating seniors havebeen asked
to donate for the 1991 Senior Class
Gift. This year's gift will be increased
lighting across the UOP campus.
All seniors have been asked to make
a donation of $19.91 to the cause. To
insure the success of the campaign, the
goal amount needing to be raised is
$2,000. So far, according to the Annual
PacificFund, the goal has not been met.
Another mailing just gone out in the
hopes that the remaining amount can
be solicited before graduation.

The choice to give more lights to
the University was the winning selec
tion on a survey taken by seniors.These
lights, according to the Senior Gift
Committee headed by Jerome Maese,
"will not only benefit the students of
today, it will also benefit the students of
tomorrow."
More donations are necessary to
reach the goal of the Senior Gift Com
mittee. Checks can be made payable to
UOP and mailed to the Annual Pacific
Fund.

Greeks keep on
giving to community
(HOUSES, from page 1)
Alpha Kappa Lambda
AKL answered phones for a Cere
bral Palsy telethon.
Alpha Chi Omega
Inkeeping with tradition,Alpha Chis
hosted its annual Ultimate Volleyball
Tournament The funds went to the
Alpha Chi Omega Foundation, which
is then distributed to various charities
by their national chapter. The sorority
also currently sendsfunds to the Foun
dation from its recycling project Lo
cally, St Mary's Dining Hall, San
Joaquin Women's Shelter and Mary
Graham Hall have been recipients of
cookies and Easter baskets decorated
by the chapter.
Delta Gamma
In perhaps its biggest campus-wide
philanthropy, Delta Gamma continues
to organize the successful Anchor
Splash. Money from this fall event
goes to aiding the blind. The sorority
also teams up with Villa 2000, hair
stylist to raise money forsight conser
vation and aid to the blind. The other
more creative philanthropy is the Delta
Dump. Proceeds from this year's Dump
were donated to the Stockton Unified
School District to help needy families
pay for their children's extensive eye
examinations and eyeglasses.
Delta Delta Delta
TriDelt'slonglistof philanthropies
begins with its annual "Delta to Delta"
run. Proceeds amounting to $800 this
year went to children's cancer chari
ties. Its fall car wash helped benefit its
national scholarship fund for under
graduates. In addition, the sorority par
ticipated in Earth Day, Anderson Y's

Strawberry Breakfast and Delta Sigma
Pi's "Spring Fling" benefitting Meals
on Wheels. Tri Delt also donated a
Christmas tree to Stockton Family Shel
ter along with craft supplies and made
ornaments with the children. Tri Delt
also donated blankets and children's
books to the Child Abuse Prevention
Center and took bunnies for Easter to
U.C. Davis Medical Pediatric Center.
Tri Delt made Halloween gift bags and
delivered them to pediatric units at
U.C. Davis Medical Center. Tri-Delta
was involved helping 50 Cambodian
children from Anderson "Y" during
Homecoming.
Kappa Alpha Theta
Theta participated in several com
munity service activities this year,
benefitting five different philanthro
pies. At Halloween,Thetas had a party
for the Mary Grahm Hall children's
home. December brought the Poinsettia Sale, with Thetas selling Poinsettias
donated by a local nursery to benefit
the Court Appointed Special Advo
cates. This organization helps children
appearing in court cases like divorce
and abuse by giving them moral sup
port and counseling. In March, Thetas
invited the Easter Bunny to two Easter
Egg Hunts. One was put on by the
pledge ciass for the patients of the
Communicative Disorder Clinic on
campus. The other was held by the
actives and the participants were from
Mary Grahm Hall. Theta helped out
the Child Abuse Prevention Council
with its publications, and workedat the
Asparagus Festival to benefit Good
will Services. Recently, Thetas ran in
the Human Race on May 11th, and
money collected went to one of their
philanthropies.

Another
presidential
search marred
by political
controversy
(CPS)—For the third time in two
months, a campus's search for a new
president has become mired in political
controversy.
At Youngstown State University,
12 Ohio legislators asked YSU the lak
week of April to consider hiring one of
their colleagues, Sen. Hany Meshel, to
succeed PresidentNeil Humphrey, who
will leave the school in June, 1992.
Meshel was not on the search
committee's list of finalists.
Similarly in early March, both Chi
cago Mayor Richard Daley and former
Illinois Gov. James Thompson appar
ently intervened to get Paula Wolff,
who wasn't a finalist to become new
chancellor of the University of
Illinois-Chicago, to be considered by
the school's search committee. All the
problems and politics afflicting the three
campuses occurred after the early
March release of a report charging that
searches for campus presidents have
deteriorated into something that
"closely resembles a political contest"
The report, by the New York-based
Carnegie Foundation for the Advance
ment of Teaching, was based on a
10-year study of how campuses choose
their leaders. At Youngstown, the leg
islatorscomplained YSU's search com
mittee members had chosen six final
ists without considering Meshel. "1
believe the decision has already been
made,"complainedRep.RobertHagan,
one of the Meshel backers. "I think
they made up their minds a long time
ago." Emily Mackall, chairwoman of
the screening committeeand the board
of trustees, said Meshel was consid
ered.
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Opposition to the federal war on drugs growing
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(CPS)—With a scattering of
"drugfests," some criticism of legal
tactics and a professor who publicly
declared he's carried drugs while on
campus, collegiate opposition to the
federal "war on drugs" and calls to
legalize marijuana seem to be on the
upswing in recent weeks.
"There's always been the attitude
that there's something wrong (with the
war)," said Ellis Godard,founder of the
American Cannabis Research Experi
ment (ACRE), an eight-month-old
group based in Virginia, "but people
now are fed up and are starting to
vocalize their opposition." Godard or
ganized a march April 13 to criticize
the March 21 drug raids at the Univer
sity of Virginia, where Godard is a
student. In the spectacular raid, police
arrested 12 students and federal offi
cials seized three fraternity houses.
Then, on April 2, Virginia Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder announced he would
"not object at all" to making all state
students take mandatory drag tests. On
April 22, a drag raid at Radford Uni
versity netted27arrests,eightof whom
are students. "Anti- drag war opposi
tion is still in the crystalizing stage,"
said Terry Mitchell of the Green Pan
thers, a Washington, D.C., group op
posed to the drag war."The people who
are angry and frustrated with drug war
tacticsarebeginningtocome together."
Those two events, Godard believes,
have"brought the opposition together."
Government efforts to force campuses
to punish college drag users amount to
"coercion" and an invasion of students'

Kinko's court
ruling means
delays for
students
(CPS)—AU.S. District Court's rul
ing that Kinko's Graphics Corp. broke
copyright laws has forced unknown
numbersof collegians to have to wait to
get classroom packets and "custom
textbooks," and has wreaked havoc on
Kinko's stores near college campuses.
"It has made a large dent in our
services," admitted David Kempton,
manager of a Kinko's copy center near
Michigan Slate University (MSU)."It's
really hampered our production this
semester," he continued.
On March 28, Judge Constance
Baker-MotleyruledthatKinko'spopular "professor publishing" program
broke copyright laws. Under the pro
gram, professors could create special
texts for their classes by picking and
choosing excerpts from books, news
paper and magazine articles and other
materials, and then have Kinko's re
produce and bind them together for the
professors' students. The "custom text
books," which more and morecompa
nies are creating as supposedly less
wasteful, more economical alternatives
to traditional textbooks, then are sold to
the students.
But the American Association of
Publishers, a New York-based trade
group for book publishers, argued that
Kinko's, by reproducing and selling
the custom anthologies, was using and
selling copyrighted material without
paying authors and publishers for it
Baker-Motley rejected Kinko's claim
that photocopying was "fair use" under
the copyright law, and barred Kinko's
from "future anthologizing and copy
ing of plaintiffs' works" without ob
taining appropriate permission and
paying fees. As a result, students and
professors have been waiting longer
and paying more to get packets made.
"We have some packets still on hold,'
Kempton reported, explaining that a
packet cannot be sold until officials at
Kinko's headquarters in California have
gotten permission from the copyright
holders of all materials used. "I re
ceived a big apology note, but it's not
fair. I need it now," MSU student Angy
Germain told the State News, MSU s
student newspaper. Some stores have
placed ads in campus papers explain
ing the ruling, complaining that it will
cause delays in getting class packets to
students and apologizing for the de-

(SeeKINKOS, backpage)

privacy, added Stanford University lec
turer Stuart Reges in a March 28 letter
to federal Drug Control Policy Direc
tor Bob Martinez. In reply, Martinez
forced S tanford to"investigate" Reges
and put him on paid leave April 19.
Reges, an award-winning computer
scientist who describes himself as a
responsible drag user," has been try
ing to mobilize opposition to the ex
cesses of the drag war since last fall.
Federal law now requires campuses to
have anti-drag programs in place to
warn and punish drag users.
If the schools refuse to join the drag
war, they would lose all their federal
funding. Reges argues that colleges
should be colleges, not snitches or spies
for federal drag police. He expressed
his views to the student paper, the
S tanford Daily, last November. He also
wrote to Sen. Jesse Helms, R-North
Carolina, Vice President Dan Quayle
and, finally, Martinez's agency. "I am
doing everything Ican to make fools of
you," Reges wrote in his March 28
letter. "I still carry illegal drags in my
backpack while on campus in direct
violation of S tanford's police... I do not
fear any of you, I have not changed my
behavior, and nothing bad has hap
pened to me." Reges also mentioned in
his letters that he had told a student that
any fearsof addiction or loss of control
in trying MDA, an amphetamine —
derived hallucinogen, were unfounded.
Martinez wrote to Stanford President
Donald Kennedy April 12.
"In all candor, I would find it be
yond comprehension that a man who

openly professes to have encouraged
an undergraduate to ingest MDA could
continue to enjoy faculty privileges at
a pace-setting institution like Stanford
University," Martinez wrote. Martinez
also warned Kennedy that "to retain
eligibility for federal funding and fi
nancial assistance,"colleges must adopt
antidrug policies, including "sanctions
on students and employees for violations."The school told Reges thatcounseling a student to try drags could con
stitute professional misconduct Healso
could face criminal charges. Elsewhere,
about 7,500 people attended the 21st
annual Hash Bash at the University of
Michigan April 6, sponsored by the
National Organization for the Reform
of Marijuana Laws. Similarrallies were
held at Western Michigan University
and the University of IllinoisChampaign. Gatewood Galbraith, a
Democratic candidate in Kentucky's
gubernatorial race and an advocate of
marijuana and hemp legalization, told
the Illinoiscrowd that people should be
able to do what they want with "green
natural plants," including smoke them.
"We're not just long-haired,
potsmoking freaks. If people want to
smoke, they should be able to, but
that's not what we're all about. We're
pushing for hempfor medicalpurposes
and environmental issues, like saving
trees," said Matt Rosen a member of
the Cannabis Action Network, the
Washington, D.C.-based group that
sponsored the rally at Western Michi
gan.
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Faculty Salaries Nationwide Rise Slightly
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)—College teachers' salaries rose to an aver
age of $43,720 during the 1990-91 school year, a 5.4 percent increase, the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) reported March 28.
At the top end of thescale, full professors made an average of $56,210while
instructors, at the bottom of the scale, averaged $26,090, the survey of salaries
2,210 campuses found.
After figuring in inflation, however, the raises were not enough to keep
teachers' buying power from declining 0.6 percent, the AAUP added.
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Florida Police Claim Giant Haul Of Fake IDs

Firm, Tender
Bunches

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (CPS)—Police officers confiscated almost
2,000 fake or borrowed driver's licenses during the first four weeks of the
Spring Break season, the Florida Division of Alcoholic Beverages and
Tobacco (ABT) claimed March 29.
The confiscations, the largest number for the time period on record,
suggested that underaged drinkers may be changing from buying bogus IDs to
borrowing licenses from older friends.
"This year particularly, I didn't notice that many fake IDs," said ABT Sgt.
George Herrera, who has been patrolling Key West this spring. "Most kids
were using somebody else's real driver's license."
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Spring Parties Land More Students In Jail
(CPS)—Police arrested a total of 52people in a series of raids in and around
the Ohio State University campus, trying to head off traditional springtime
parties at which, of course, people under the age of 21 often can drink alcohol
illegally.
The arrests, conducted by the Ohio Dept. of Liquor Control, "were the
results of numerouscomplaints" about underaged drinking, department Direc
tor John Hall said.
At Bowling Green State University, police, prepared for mass arrests
similar to those made to break upa series of apartment parties last fall, said they
arrested only "a handful"of underaged drinkers during the annual springtime
Merry Madness and Frazee Frenzy parties April 27.

More College Athletes Arrested
LONG BEACH, Calif. (CPS)—Police said on May 1 they arrested Roy
Williams, a former basketball player at Compton Community College, on
suspicion of murdering two women, one of them also a Compton student.
Williams has also been chaiged with raping a student at Cleveland State
University, where he originally was recruited for the basketball team.
On April 30, Pittsburgh police arrested former University of Pittsburgh
football player Reggie Smith on charges of carrying nearly four pounds of
cocaine.

Brignam Young Modifies Its Student Dress Code
PROVO, Utah (CPS)—Brigham Young University's trustees have voted to
relax BYU's strict dress code enough to let students go sockless and wear
knee-length shorts on campus.
The board also voted to let students, not administrators, enforce the dress
code. The school, which is ran by the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day
Saints, still forbids students to wear beards,earrings and sleeveless or strapless
shirts and dresses.

U. Houston Shuts Down
Cafeteria After Mass Illnesses
HOUSTON, Texas (CPS)—University of Houston officials shut down a
campus cafeteria that serves 800 students at four different dorms after 60
students abruptly swamped the health clinic with complaints of diarrhea,
stomach cramps, nausea and vomiting.
"The symptoms suggest something food-borne," said Rose Lee Bell of the
city's Dept. of Health and Human Services.
The cafeteria is run by ARA Services, aPhiladelphiacompany thatoperates
food services on hundreds of campuses nationwide.
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Even in society today, money talks
famous person put that statement down
(we'll let those two individuals go un
Guest Columnist
named) but let's just say that one of
What is this problem that a lot of them has a lot of money and the other,
people seem to have with wanting or I don't know what he has. At any rate,
having more money? Wow, what a did you ever think that it is what youdo
way to start an article.
with the money that is either good or
Maybe I'm over reacting, but did bad. It seems that when you hear
you ever notice that there are certain someone say that money is bad or that
people out there that arealways saying you're materialistic that those are the
that money is bad?
same people that would go out and buy
OJc. first I'm going to list all of the $20.00 worth of lottery tickets in a
objectives that I've heard throughout week. Why?
my life (well maybe not all of them)
Now I'll really hit on a touchy
and that way I can pointout the positive subject
What about some Chris
of what money can do. You know, tians? I'm a Christian and if you don't
THINK POSITIVE.
believe me then we can sit down and
discuss theology sometime. Anyway,I
First of all, let's get one thing feel that I can address this subject with
straight....Money is NOT bad, money out everybody makinga big deal out of
is a piece of paper and some pieces of it. Some Christians will quote out of
metal. Money is a medium of ex the good book, for example, Matthew
change. I recently heard a somewhat 19:24, "Again I tell you, it is easier for
famous man state,"The name of free
a camel to pass through the eye of a
dom is green" then I heard a not so needle than for a rich man to enter the

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR =
Public Safety needs due process What about
On the night of Sunday, May 12, this case. I do not appreciate being
COOP?
1991, shortly before 11 pm, Officer harassed, accused of lying and threat

kingdom of God." Well, my fellow
Christians, if you do your homework
and actually trace the translation of Germann awoke me, looking for a
English all the way back to the Hebrew friend of my roommate's. He then
and Greek, you will find that when entered my apartment with the pre
people spoke of rich and poor they tense of using my telephone. Accusing
were talking of attitudes. Goahead and me of lying about the whereabouts of
check it out for yourself. A friend of my roommate and his girlfriend, he
mine was recently in an airport and then asked me, several times, if he
overheard the waitress in a cafe telling could look around. He then threatened
someone how bad she had it, she could to arrest me if 1 did not allow him to
barely make her rent payment, she ("look around") my home.
barely had enough to feed and clothe
I am extremely dissatisfied with the
her children, and so on. My friend conduct of the Public Safety officer in
casually remarked," Wouldn't you like
to make more money? " and she went
off about how that is the problem in
society today. She meant money. My
friend then asked her if she'd ever
LastMonday Ireceiveda$20 park
heard of a place called Calcutta, India ing ticket from UOP Public Safety for
and she said yes. Whenheaskedifshe parking onCampus Way in front df the
had seen all of those starving and Southwest residence hall. For three
mal-nourished children that live there, years, I have been able to park on that
again she said yes. Finally he asked if side of the street without penalty be
(See MONEY, back page)
cause it is an 'A' area and I have paid
my $50 for a parking sticker.
However, Campus Way's parking
signs were changed sometime in the
past year so that you can only park all
night on one side of the street. I was
"It's at the level of love...one's involving himself or herself in the life of
never notified of any change in the
another that this problem is going to be solved."
policy and find it ridiculous thatSouthwestresidents cannot park overnight in
-President George Bush
front of their own hall.
The same situation occurs in Manor
The Anderson Y Center Board of Directors, staff and volunteers
Hall where I live. All Manor residents
congratulate the entire campus community—individuals who nave as well as Stockton residents living on
the east side of Stadium Drive face a
voluntarily offered their service to others in so many wonderful ways five
dollar ticketevery time we park for
and who have earned national attention as the 421st Point of Light. more than twohours in front of our own
home Monday through Saturday from

By Gene Hardin

Thank You.

Carmichael gives the latest ROAD conditions
that they are donations for which we
then have to create expenditures.
If we want to compare apples and
apples, then we're forced to ask our
selves this difficult question: Which
other programs or staff positions in the
Division of Student Life would you
recommend sacrificing in order tosustain the ROAD Program at its current

'Even if it is
unrealistic to fund
it at its current
level, it is
important to the
students that they
have more than
token support to
deal with drug
and alcohol
problems."
-John Carmichael
level? Believe me when I tell you I
would be enraged if I saw our money
being squandered. If I felt we had
padded departments and unnecessary
positions, the administration would not
rest until they answered the Student
Senate. (Too many departments are
operating at "bare bones" level, admin
istrative and academic, for me to be

ened falsely, especially when I am not
even involved in the investigation. The
investigation was about a common
dorm room theft from my roommate's
friend's roommatel If I must be in
volved in this investigation, I certainly
hope it will not be conducted by Officer
Germann, but rather by an officer with
more respect for the due process of the
law.
Clark Lawrence Davis

7am to6pm. Thesesigns wereerected
by some resident of that street, who
called City Hall apparently upset that
students parked near his or her drive
way.
I'm disgusted that the $50 that I
spend per year for a parking sticker is
inadequate to keep me from obtaining
$50 in ticketsforparking in frontof my
own home. Apparently, I can (asevery
off campus studen t can attest) save a lot
of money by not paying UOP one red
cent for parking and take my chances
on evading the little electric cart for a
year.
Calls to Public Safety and ASUOP
Senate have yielded no answers to my
problem. ASUOP Senate, the UOP
Parking Committee, President Atchley
and Public Safety are grossly negligent
in not addressing the parking situation
on campus. Nothing has been done. I

In response to the Pacifican's re
cent editorial regarding President
Atchley's memo concerning campus
office changes, I would like toclarifya
few things.
First of all, the editor says that "this
move should beapplauded, for it is this
kind of dedication that will strengthen
the foundation of UOP." While I have
no quarrel with thefact that this univer
sity is in dire need of change, I don't see
what this kind of executive decision
has to do with strengthening the
university's foundations. No decision
that fails to take into account the opin
ions of those who will be mostaffected
by that decision can be all that"strengthening;" in fact, it seems to me that this
kind of authoritarianism can do noth
ing but weaken the cohesiveness of the
university.
Also, while I'm sure President
Atchley has taken into account aspects
of this decision that I'm not aware of, I
believe he has failed toconsider whatis
most important: the students. It is true
that Atchley's VP, Horace Fleming,
needs new office space, but not at the
expense of those services which are
undoubtedly used more frequently on a
day-to-day basis by students, such as
the CO-OP/Internship Program and
Career Planning and Placement Mr.
Atchley has ordered these two offices
to be moved entirely off campus to
McConchie Hall. Are students willing
and able to take time to make a trek
over to McConchie? Undoubtedly they

(See PARKING, back page)

(See COOP, back page)

Parking problems plague Pacific

Light sparkles at UOP

When I started this letter, I wanted
to address about four different issues,
but found that each was so complex
that I needed to simply pick one. I
settled on the ROAD program, and its
fate at UOP. In response to obvious
student concern over whether or not it
would be funded, I spoke with Presi
dent Atchley on Monday. The situation
is as follows: The program was funded
by a FTPSF grant for the duration of
two years. One of the conditions of the
grant was that UOP would make rea
sonable efforts to fund the program at
the end of those two years. The two
year FTPSE grant was for $131,000,
some used for programming, the bulk
of it used to pay thesalary of theROAD
Director and Support Staff. Can the
University now afford to continue this
in program in full?
Well, in a letter to the Pacifican last
week, a student cited the new Conser
vatory building and the proposed Fit
ness Center as an example of priorities
coming ahead of a Drug and Alcohol
Education Program. This is acomparison of apples and oranges. These other
two projects were funded by donations
to be used for a specific purpose. Be
cause of the directives of the donors,
donations like these can't fund other
programs, can't build different build
ings, and can't even service our debt
One of the problems with the types of
gifts the University often receives is

l >5

REMEMBER "THAT AMERICA IS A ^
VIOLENT, CORRUPT, HATEFUL
PLACE FUEL OF IGNORANT, STUPID,
DESPICABLE PEOPLE, BUT THAT
you CAN CHANGE ALL THAT

lieve that these departments are pad
ding their budgets. This "bare bones"
operation is the product of a tuition
driven institution in a time of low en
rollment If our endowment washigher,
with donations for general use, we
would not feel the pressure as much in
years in which not as many students
enroll.
Also realize that as one who is
painfully aware of thealcohol and drug
abuse problems at Pacific, I recognize
the need for an alcohol and drug abuse
education program on campus. There
is, however, from what I can see, no fat
in the Student Life budget. It is a
department, like others, which hastaken
a 5% budget cut this fiscal year. Vice
President of Student Life Judy Cham
bers is presenting a proposal to Presi
dent Atchley whichoutlines the level at
which Student Life feels the ROAD
Program can be continued.
ASUOP has shown some financial
support for ROAD with a $1300 con
tribution to help with programming,
(not much, but significant in propor
tion toour budget) and I have offered to
help the Director of ROAD, Randy
Haveson, review his proposals for grant
money. To demand simply that the
program must continue at all costs I
think is unfair to other programs of
fered through Student Life. Only 10%
of universities have been able to con
tinue the ROAD Program at the initial

FIPSEgrantlevel. Weshould fund itas
fully as possible, but unless someone
can find $55,000-$60,000 of available
funding in the Student Life budget, I
don't know how to satisfy the students
who very justly want the program to
continue at its current level.
So, what do we do? We are in a
storm of low enrollment, budget cut
backs, and a hiring freeze. We are also
facing a critical drug and alcohol abuse
problem at UOP. There are friends and
classmates or ours literally anesthetiz
ing themselves fortheir four years here.
There are others who simply want guid
ance to learn how to drink responsibly.
It's a real dilemma. Do we cross our
fingers for grant money? Involve the
counseling center as a focal point for
the program? Idon'tknow. But I hope
the Administration realizes that this
must be a budgetary priority. Even if it
is unrealistic to fund it at its current
level, it is important to the students that
they have more than token support to
deal with drug and alcohol problems. It
is not an imaginary crisis. So.toPresidentAtchley and Vice PresidentChambers, please listen and respond with as
much supportas possible forthe ROAD
Program.

John Carmichael
ASUOP President
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The trouble and conflict that has
recently been resolved in the Gulf,
detoured many people from traveling.
According toPatricia Liddle, the direc
tor of International Programs, how
ever, "More students than ever are go
ing abroad."
"Only one third of the students that
go abroad are from the school of Inter
national Studies," explained the Over
Seas Coordinator, Chisato Watanabe.
"This semester we have 64 students
that will go abroad and two for the
summer."
Liddle commented that she felt stu
dents would not have a "complete edu
cation" without going abroad. Indeed,
many students who choose to take ad

vantage of the programs offered by the
University of the Pacific, understand
what Liddle said.
''I feel that it is a good opportunity to
take different classes, attain business
experience and learn a foreign lan
guage," stated sophomore, Tim Petit,
who will be going to Japan next semes
ter. Kevin Dangers, a SIS student, also
going over seas next semester expressed
that Japan is, "unique in the fact that it
is the only industrialized country that
doesn't have western influence, and I
find the cultural customs and traits of
the people intriguing."
Many students choose countries
which they find very different from the
United States and in doing so, are re
quired to take a course here at UOP.
The class is held for those students who
will be going abroad and is mandatory.

It is to help the student better under
stand theenvironment in which he will
be living and develop a better knowl
edge of the country they will be going
to. Once finished with the class, stu
dents may go abroad the semester after
the course is completed. Many of those
who decide to enjoy this chance, are
not SIS students.
A cross cultural experience can be
beneficial to any student who wishes to
broaden his horizon. Brian Spade, a
Music Theory Composition major, will
be attending the Royal Academy in
London next semester. His response to
going abroad was, "I would regret not
taking advantage of this opportunity."
Many students agree with Spade and
choose to study in foreign countries
more than once.
Bethany Krielkamp, who formerly

went abroad, will now be going to
Hungry.
I wanted to go again because the
first experience was incredible and I
thought that I should take full advan
tage of the program," she said. "I think
that it would be interesting to watch all
of the transitions that are going on in
Eastern Europe right now."
Many students at UOP are learning
about the over seas program the Uni
versity offers. It enhances their learn
ing process and gives students some
thing tolook back on. As COP student,
Monica Yadegar, said, "It would be a
great experience in college, and I hope
that I get the chance to go abroad. I'd
hate to pass it up."

UOP student reflects on Czechoslovakia
time last March after living in West politics and using their voices. They
Germany for five years. He tells me desire a politically neutral country, al
Guest Writer
seriously,"As a small boy I considered though economic tiesto wealthy WestPrague, Czechoslovakia- In a land Frankfurt, which is only three hours em Europe or between the former East
where a difficult life makes the body from my home town on the Czech- Bloc countries are welcomed.
and mind old by 40, the young people German border, exotic. I read so much
Entrepreneurs of all sorts, from li
are even more important in determin as a boy about Germany, the U.S., the censed marketing companies to black
ing the future of their country. During whole world, and I'd never even seen market money exchangers, to Czechs
my first weeks in Prague I've discov an American before I fled to Germany. selling Russian uniforms and flags to
ered some of the hopes, fears, and A place like Newark, NJ., sounded tourists, show that some Czechs take
disappointments of people just begin exotic to me because it was so far away
ning their lives as adults under and so forbidden to me.
Czechoslovakia's new parliamentary
"Some Czech peoplecomplain now
democracy.
that the prices are rising and that the
Despitecommunistattemptstoerase new government has given them only
bourgeois customs, many traditions the freedom to reveal and the freedom
remain strong in Czechoslovakia. Cus to say what they please. What stupid
tom here dictates that when visiting people we are if we should take such
someone's home one brings a gift, and impossibilities before last November
By J. Andrew Mills
the four Czech students I teach English for granted."
Guest Writer
to charmed me with candy, flowers and
The ability to say what one pleases
a kiss on the cheek. These students' without fear of imprisonment or dis
Last Friday, in an unpublicized visit,
impressions of their new world, along crimination is new to the Czech people Anders Uhrskov from the DIS Study
with the views of a young Czech entre of this country in special ways. At Program at the University of
preneur, show an optimistic, although school Russian is no longer required as Copenhagen metwith professors in the
often critical interpretation of the an academic subject
Office of International Programs. The
changes in Czechoslovakia in the past
Although Alexander studied the lan program is for undergraduate students
year.
guage for ten years, he swears, "I'll who would like to study liberal arts,
Before lastNovember'sRevolution never speak Russian again. Russian business orpolitical science. Denmark
most Czechs were restricted to vaca culture was forced upon meas my role offers an opportunity to study Europe
tions within neighboring countries.The model and I refuse to look up to such from a European perspective, while
freedom to travel throughout Europe stupid, crooked, example. I do not con retaining its distinct Scandinavian fla
was made even more enticing early in sider Gorbachev theprogressivethinker vor by means of a homestay with a
the summer when expensive visa re that theWest has fallen in love with and Danish family. The program is taught
quirements were lifted by all Western it disgusts me that the leader who al in English and offers instruction in the
European countries.
lowed the rape of Armenia now re
Danish language.
Like most Czechs, all of my stu ceives a Nobel Peace Prize."
At least two UOP students have
Free broadcasts of German and Brit participated in the program recently,
dents have made day trips to neighbor
ing Austria to learn how people on the ish language programs and French Steve Robinson and Tricia Barnes. In
"outside" live. Impressed by the well- MTV show the Czech people that West- a phone interview, Steve stated that he
stocked stores and tidy Austrian vil em Europe supports and encourages followed aprogram of businesscourses
lages that contrast sharply with the them. The laughter of American volun and European history. He received six
gray skeletons of villagesin parts of the teer English teachers heard in the finer teen units and transferred one course
Czech countryside, they weredepressed restaurants of Prague, tells the Czech for his business major. During his stay,
and a bit frightened by how little the people that the U.S. is with them also. he found it quire easy to travel outside
devalued Czech currency could buy Even a special Czech/French radio pro of Denmarkand participated in the DIS
gram is broadcast from Paris to remind study trip to the Soviet Union. One of
outside of their country.
When asked where they would like Czechs of the special relationship be the most important aspects of the pro
to visit anywhere in the world, the tween France and the first democratic gram, he stated, is that it offers a per
general reserved Czechs are suddenly Czechoslovakia Republic between ception of the world that is not Ameri
can— Danes logically think of Den
animated. "Anywhere? At no cost to WWI and WWII.
But the Czechs remember that the mark as being the center of the world.
us?" they ask. Exotic and warm-sound
That is the necessary meat of the
ing places like Austria, Italy and Spain French and British governments signed
are their favorites, but maybe that's over their wealthy republic to Hitler in program, so if Denmark sounds inter
because the temperature in Prague 1938,that although theAmericanscould esting, you might enjoy the delicate
dropped to freezing this morning. Ac have liberated Czechoslovakia at the aroma of pipe smoke as it wafts casu
tually, Jana and Eva, who study nurs end of WWH, thecountry was given to ally down cobblestone alleys in
ing, are learning English in hopes of the Soviet Union, and that in 1968 the Copenhagen, bouts of laughter are
working in England by Junes and 16 world watched with sorrow, but with more-than-occasionafly heard in any
year old Olina will be an exchange out support as Russian tanks crushed one of its fine pubs, and the main street,
student in London this spring where the Czech reform movementknown as Stroget, attracts some of the best side
walk entertainment in Europe. It's the
she hopes to practice her already very the Prague Spring.
kind
of city where you can meet inter
Before
lastNovember
it
wasn't
wise
good English.
esting
people on the buses. If you think
to
show
much
interest
in
politics.
The youngbusinessman,Alexander,
you
would
be too pronged to culture
Today's
students
are
very
interested
in
returned to Czechoslovakia for the first

By Donna Jones
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naturally to the concept of a market
economy. But the students I've spoken
to hope to enjoy the benefits of eco
nomic ties, but shy away form the
responsibility, pain, betrayal, or brutal
ity of alignment with the East or West.
Exactly what sort of neutrality a nation

Denmark offers new
experiences

[ SUMMER'sWdM "
ONE MONTH FREE STORAGE AT

shock, there isTivoli gardens, an amuse
ment park which is filled with lostlooking foreigners, and everything is
outrageously expensive—just like our
amusement parks.
Outside of Copenhagen is where
the real Danish culture can be found.
Take the train to Helsingor to see
Shakespeare's, Hamlet performed in a
castle. It is definitely European, geo
graphically, culturally, beer-wise.
If you are interested in experiencing
a foreign culture,specifically Denmark,
applications are available at the Office
of International Programs.

By Don Sherman, Senior Staff Writer

This column is the opinion of
Donald C. Sherman, and he is solely
responsible for its content. The
Pacifican neither shares nor endorses
Mr. Sherman's views.
Here it is, the final edition of the
Pacifican for the '90-'91 year. The
lastSherman'SnotionS. I'mgoingto
miss it, so excuse me if I wax nostal
gic. And speaking of wax, how 'bout
that Dan Quayle? Yes, I've always
been of the belief that Danny-boy is
probably the single largest liability
we have as a nation.
Since this is my last column, I'll
blow off a little steam, eh? Remem
ber that Steve Martin movie, "The
Man With Two Brains"? Danny's
movie: "The Man With No Brains".
How about that DiVinyls song"When
I Think About You I Touch Myself'?
George'ssong:"When IThink About
Danny I Kick Myself'.
What did Danny do to deserve
this kind of abuse, you ask? If you
have toask; get a clue, OK? The guy
wouldn't know a good decision if it
bit him on his"Second inLine for the
Presidency" butt Nowthere'sascary
thought Danny as President He'd
probably replace the State of the
Union Address with"Partridge Fam
ily" reruns.
Well, guess who juststepped into
my imaginary Pacifican office?
"Erich Honecker, former dictator of
East Germany and current guest of
the Soviet Union's finest military
hospital, how are you doing?" I asked.
"Veil, better dan you tink, you
svinehund!" says Erich.
"What's the big deal?" I queried
innocendy.
"You zaid dat I vas dead a few
veeks ago in your shtupid little col
umn," replies the ex-dictator for life.
"Relax," I said, "Less than 10%
of the campus even knows who you
are. At the most, maybe two or three
professors noticed the mistake."
And then, as if having a P.O.'d
former German dictator with bad

breath and Wienershnitzel on his teeth
yapping in my face wasn't bad
enough, in walks Ted Kennedy.
"Ehh, Don, ehh...I'm here to
speak with you about that column
three weeks ago where you said that
you knew me. I find such false
name-dropping activities reprehen
sible and, ehh, quite frankly, down
right dirty. I do not now know you,
norhaveleverknown you. Ehh,and
I resent you besmirching my good
name."
'Ted, Ted, Ted," I said, "You
haven't had a good nameto besmirch
in over23 years. Now get lost before
I get Robert McLaughlin on your
tail." Sayingthat toaKennedy is like
Dorothy telling the Wicked Witch of
the West to watch out before some
body drops a house on her, too.
Needless to say, Teddy split in a
hurry.
This left me with an aging and
ailing communist wheezing in my
office. "Erich," I said,"Did you hear
about Romania's latest export prod
uct? It's called'Ccacescu Chow'. I
understand that it's a real hit with
German Shepherds. Yeah, and I hear
that the Germans are com ing up with
a 'Kibbles and Honecker' any day
now." You've never seen a man run
so fast.
I'm going to miss all of those
fictional conversations. No more
Gorby calling me up. No more
Geoige Bush taking me fishing. But
enough about my twisted represen
tations of political satire (barely socalled). Let me take this time to
thank all three of the people who
read mycolumn; my editor, the proof
reader, and my mother. I guaranty
you that this isn't the last time you'll
see my name in the papers. Yes,
everybody gets an obituary eventu
ally. For now, though, I'm history;
I'm graduating (ideally); I'm outta
here. It'sbeenfun. GoodnightDanny
boy.

UOP faces show diversity

writing skills required for classes have cording to him, the Co-op program
also
caused some difficulties. "When I represents gaining greater knowledge
Senior Staff Writer
first came here, I was required to take of an American corporation and learn
For most, going away to college anESLclass.butithasn'thelpedmuch. ing to function productively in a team.
means attending a university in a dif My writing skills are still very poor," Crisantes said,"In a third-world coun
try, things don't get done that well so
ferent city, at the furthest, a different Crisantes said.
you learn how to do it better from
Although
originally
thinking
of
state. However, in order for sophomore
mechanical engineer, Theojary transferring to theUniversity of South- others. The principle of going on Co
Crisantes toattend UOP, leaving home em California, Crisantes is now con op is borrowing the technology and
sidering graduating from UOP. taking it back home." Crisantes plans
meant leaving Mexico.
According toCrisantes, UOPwas Crisantes said, "I think I'm going to to return to Mexico after receiving his
one of his choices for possible schools finish at UOP because of the Co-op degree.
because of what it represented. "I'd program available to students." Ac
read about UOP through college guide
books. At the time it seemed to be a
small, private school which is what I J~Thank you UOP for making the Mo©oMsoIB)o
wanted since I wasn't familiar with the
[American school] system," he said.
Come to the
Among the many adaptations that
he made, getting used to speaking a
foreign languageconstantlywasachalTONIGHT AT 5:30
lenging one. Crisantes said, "Speaking
English all the time was hard at first
In the Commons Room
because you miss your own language."
Look for more activities next year
As a result of this and missing family
and friends, Crisantes said he returns
Until then
home whenever the opportunity arises.
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER
According to him, outside of
having tospeakEnglish constandy, the

By Monica Yadegar

Yes, there is room at the inn.

eden park inn

I program such a success this year
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One month free rent with a minimum of two
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Pool • Spa • Cocktail Lounge • Restaurant

Public Storage Rental Space

Conveniently located for family and friends
of UOP's seniors. Special rates for these
guests available for the weekend of May
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Rudy Dettenrieder for this special rate:

1st month rent
(All storage sizes)
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1011 East March Lane • Stockton
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Who's who on the Dean's list?
Dean of the School of Education, Fay Haisley
years of training. When she turned 21
and was ready educationally to fulfill
her dream in India, she was stopped in
her tracks. The missionary program in
India had been cancelled. Her life long
commitment to a childhood dream
seemed to be shattered.
Haisley realized that she had not
really wanted to go to India to be a
missionary but to teach. "I had a sense
of service and teaching was this sense.
Not necessarily to spread the gospel,

By Charlyn Graves
Guest Writer

Every child dreams of who they
want to be when they grow up. A
glamorous movie star, adare devil pilot
or even a space traveller.
Not every one is able to become
what they dream of as a child. Often
financial difficulties, stereotypes and
gender, never transform a child's dream
into reality.
At age 12, a young Australian girl
named Fay dreamt of becoming a mis
sionary in India. Today, that same girl,
now a woman, has become known as
Fay Haisley, Dean of the School of
Education at UOP.
Haisley encountered all three of the
hindrances by age 15. Withherfamily's
support, she refused to let anything
hold her back from her childhood
dream.
Haisley's family was not wealthy.
By the time she turned 15, her father
became ill. He was unable to fully
support their family of four children.
Haisley was the oldest with three
younger brothers. InAustralia,"gener
ally the tradition was that the boys
stayed in school, and the girls quit and Dean Fay Haisley
became secretaries," said Haisley. Her
family needed the money, but sup just to help teach," said Haisley.
Bound and determined, she was not
ported her decision to stay in school.
going
to give up. Haisley moved to
Herparents were involved in thechurch
New
Guinea
because there were mis
and Haisley was able to teach Sunday
sion
stations
there.
Haisley was able to
school. "In order to bea missionary as
go
as
a
member
of
the government
afemale.Ihadtwochoices.ateacheror
teaching
force
and
teach
Sunday school
a nurse. I chose tobe a teacher," stated
on
weekends.
Haisley. "I liked teaching, and that's
After spending four years in New
what actually drove me as I finished
Guinea,
she was persuaded by the prin
high school and wentinto teacher train•tng.
_ »»
cipal of the college to go to the United
Teacher training was a three year States to obtain her masters degree.
requirement After Haisley graduated After receiving her degree at the Uni
from high school, she began her three versity of Oregon, Haisley's adviser

WHAT'S UP DOC?
By Dr. Sara Grimes

Q: Is douching healthy or necessary?

talked her in to staying for her doctoral
degree. "I didn't intend to stay after
receiving my doctoral degree, but my
adviser then talked me into applying
for a job at U.C. Santa Barbara," said
Haisley.
She enjoyed teaching atUCSB for
two years before she received another
offer for her alma mater, University of
Oregon. She was offered to come back
and join their faculty staff. Each time I
tried to get back to Australia, someone
offered me other jobs that sounded
attractive," said Haisley.
Later, when the University of the
Pacific called and offered her a job,
Haisley came to see the campus and
felt right at home. "These are all Aus
tralian gum trees, these big eucalyptus,
what you folks call them, so I felt right
at home," she said. "The thing for me
that was most important and attracted
me so much was the quality of the
faculty that I'd be working with, and
the fact that the School of Education
was so valued here."
Haisley serves on the Board of Ex
aminers for NICATE. She visits other
schools and reviews them tosee whether
they are up to NICATE standards or
not She also is a representative of
California for the Board of Far West
Lab and she is about to become presi
dent of the state organization CACTE
(California Association for Colleges of
Teachers Education).
Haisley followed her childhood
dream and succeeded in fulfilling that
dream. She overcame the hindrances
that might interfere with the goals that
she set for herself. Her motto is that
you'll have a "better life if you have a
better education." Haisley has that
'better life.' Every child dreams of
what they want to be when they grow
up and Fay Haisley'sdream came true.

A: Douching is certainly not neces
sary, and should not be done frequently.
There is now some thought that it may
actually increase the risk of pelvic in
flammatory disease in a woman al
ready infected. The thought is that a
high power stream of water or douch
ing solution may advance bacteria or
other diseases causing organisms fur
ther into the cervix and uterus. Douch
ing with perfumed solutions may also
cause allergic reactions with symp
toms much like a yeast infection.
Q: Can you get herpes from oral sex?
A: The answer to this question is yes.
Traditionally, the herpes simplex I vi
rus was considered to cause infection
above the waist, while the herpes sim
plex II was responsible for genital
herpes. However, a person with a
herpetic lesion on the lips or in the
mouth could transmit the herpes virus
to the genital area during oral sex.

Q: I get really bad migraines, but a lot
of people think I'm overreacting be
cause the pain is so bad. People don't
understand what migraines are like.
Could you please give a medical expla
nation for these headaches. Maybe if
people could understand them, they
could understand why I can't eat cer
tain foodsand why I can' t go anywhere
without medication.
A: The term migraine refers to peri
odic, one-sided, throbbing headaches
which usually begin inchildhood, ado
lescence, or early adult life and may
recur with diminishing frequency dur
ing advancing years. The headaches
are often "announced" by visual distur
bances, nausea or weakness. These
signsarefollowedbyaone-sided throb
bing headache which gradually in
creases in intensity and may be accom
panied by nausea, vomiting and ex
treme sensitivity to light and noise. It
is estimated that five percent of the
population suffer from migraines.
Women are slightly more susceptible

Staff Writer

If you are looking for a well-trav
elled, well-educated, patriotic, family
man, you need look no further than
University of the Pacific in Stockton.
Dean Carl Nosse of the Conservatory
of Music is truly oneof UOP's greatest
resources of knowledge.
In 1950 Carl Nosse left what he
referred to as a "fulfilling and enjoy
able childhood" in Irwin, Pennsylva
nia, in order to pursue an education in
music at Tarido College in Missouri.
"When I was a child my parents
took me to various musical events; not
just concerts. They could have been
anything from a square dance to a
concert in the park. At that time you
could just see about any of the really
big bands perform live by going to the
theater in Pittsburgh (just a short dis
tance from Irwin). At the age of eight
I took up the trumpet in a school pro
gram. My parents have since told me
that my interest in music began at a
much earlier age."
A bachelor of arts in applied music
was Dean Nosse'sfirst step towards his
aspirations of being an educator. This
was by no means easy. Upon entering
Tarkio College, he declared a double
major, one in performance and theother
ineducation. For his performance major
Dean Nosseneeded todeclare a second
instrument This hedid without hesita
tion. It was the piano. The education
major proved to be the more difficult of
the two. In order to fulfill this major he

had to display competency on all in
struments.
In 1954Nosseearnedoneofhistwo
desired degrees and moved on to the
U.S. Naval School of Music, where he
spent two years touring the world and
practicing music.
"The Naval School of Music was
incredibly helpful in developing my
skills with certain instruments." He
admits that "earning a college degree
was one kind of study, whereas the
Navy was practical application all of
the time."
Nosse said that one reason hejoined
the Naval School of Music was to
travel. "My group travelled all over
Japan and the Far East Other stops on
our tour included Sweden, Norway,
Cuba and the Azor Islands."
"All of the members in my group
had to go through six weeks of basic
training. However, I had pre-auditioned for the Navy Band and had been
accepted. When I got out of training I
was immediately sent to the music unit
Curiously enough,Commander Phillip
Fields (now the director of the U.S.N.)
and I wentthrough trainingat about the
same time. At that time we were both
titled Musician First Class Pett-Officer."
In 1959Carl Nosse literally married
the girl next door. "My parents had
moved, but still lived in the same vicin
ity. I had come home to teach, and I was
living at home for a few months. Ayear
later we were married. Dolores is a
very talented artist When we first met,
she was a fashion designer." During

that same year Nosse enrolled at
Duquesne University for graduate
work.
"The workoverioad wasenormous,"
he recalls, "but I earned my master's
degree in music composition in two
years."
Since the completion of his educa
tional goals, Dean Nosse has taught in
two schools other than UOP. He began
his teaching career in theAvalon School
District as music supervisor, remain
ing there for 10 years. He then moved
to Florida State University where he
has held several positions such as assis
tant and associate professor, vice pro
vost for academic affairs and coordina
tor of undergraduate studies.
"It was clear that University of the
Pacific was ready for a change in an
upward-bound motion, and I was very
eager to do this. When I first came to
UOP, I just observed for about six
months. I watched how things worked,
thenljumpedintoaction. That'soneof
the things I like about UOP. Being a
private university, you don't get lost in
all of the red tape found at the state
level. At that time I had several ambi
tions. They included, improving the
academic quality of the music pro
grams, improving the physical plan
and, building a scholarship endowment
so we could attract talented students
through financial aid. If I were to judge
my experience at UOP on the success
of these goals, then I would say it has
been very rewarding. I'm very happy
in Stockton, and I enjoy working at
UOP."

Although this is the final issue of
Pacifican this semester, plans for ife

column to resume next fall are in
progress. All questions submitted a
this time, will beanswered then by fr
Sarah Grimes. Questions should sg
be submitted to the Cowell Health Cen.
ter.

Quotable Quotes k Regrets
Compiled by Krista Huntsman

I was thinking about all of the things people regret
in their lives. I thought about whether I would
change anything in the last four years at UOP. I know
I would not have studied more, probably. I might
have gone out less, probably not I might have
partied less and tried to meet more people, maybe
not. There are always a few things everybody regrets
doing in college or things they would change so I
asked seniors around the campus what they would
change or what they regret about the past four years
at UOP. In this last and final issue for me, I also asked
for quotes by people on campus, this is what they
said:
I'd go out more, have more fun. I'd try to do more.
-Laurie Liebman.

Dean of the Conservatory of Music, Carl Nosse
By Mark Hautala

than men and headaches often
during the period of premenstrual ^
sion and fluid retention. Certain
tients have linked their symptoms
diet, such as cheese, chocolate, win^
other alcoholic beverages.
The best treatment of migraines
abortive, which means to stop the head
ache before it starts. Medications taitep
at the time of early visual disturbance; j
will accomplish this. Otherwise, ^
headache must be controlled with
medication, preferably one with<J
addictive properties. For migraine;
which occur frequently, there are
medications which can be taken ona
daily basis that can completely preven
or reduce the frequency of migraine^'

I think that I would have had someone attend all
of my classes for me, take all of my exams, and write
all of my papers and I would have gone out as much
as I did but, I wouldn't have felt as guilty about it.
-Sarah McCoullough
I wouldn't change a thing. Well, maybe I wouldn't
have pulled so many all-nighters, they just made me
tired when I went out at night.
-Ali Kuhl
I would never have missed Dewey Chambers'
class. I feel badly that I was sick so much this semester
but, I guess you just can't help it sometimes.
-Crish Barth

(See QUOTES, back page)
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first assignment for the studio, despite
a terminal case of writer's block and
the intrusions of his new neighbor, an
affable, talkitive salesman named
Charlie Meadows (John Goodman)
who seems to embody the virtues of a
common man. John Turtuno and John
Goodman star in "Barton Fink," also
starring John Mahoney.
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"Hot Shots!" stars Charlie Sheen,
Cary Elwes, Valeria Golino, Jon Cryer
and Lloyd Bridges, and is directed and
co-written by Jim Abrahams. Sean
"Topper" Harley (Charlie Sheen) is a
renegade pilot with heroic potential,
yet he struggles to live down his pilot
father's legendary disgrace. Handsome,
charismatic, with asmile that melts, an
intensity that freezes, and very, very
complex.
Lieutenant Commander Block
(Kevin Dunn) brings "Topper" into an
elite corps of flyers he's putting to
gether for a dangerous mission, code-
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Charlie Sheen is Sean Topper" Harley in "Hot Shots."

THE SUPER

LOVE POTION #9

Louie Rritski is every tenant's worst
nightmare: a landlord without a shred
of conscience. Joe Pesci plays Louie
Kritski in "The Super," a comedy with
heart about a slumlord who is courtordered to live in one of his own
decrepit tenements.
Repeatedly charged with household
violations, which he has flagrantly ig
nored, Kritski is sentenced to house
arrest in one of his own buildings,
where the judge orders him to live until
acceptable repairs are made. When the
tenants, who have never had anyone to
complain to about the atrocious condi
tions in the building, gleefully discover
that they havea captive audience, they
show Kritski no mercy. And as he gets
to know these people and sees how he
has made them live, Louie the Super
gradually undergoes a transformation
from slumlord to human being.

It's the ultimate fantasy of every
man and woman; a love potion, an
elixer so potent that it has the power to
make members of the opposite sex fall
suddenly and deeply in love with you.
Imagine the social implications if such
an aphrodisiac were truly to exist.
Inspired by the popular Leiber and
Stoller tune "Love Potion #9," versa
tile screenwriter Dale Launer, the cre
ator of the hit comedies "Ruthless
People"and"Dirty Rotten Scoundrels,"
has crafted a plausible tale based on
that novel concept.
Paul Mathews (Tate Donovan), a
biochemist, and Diane Farrow (Sandra
Bullock),
a
comparitive
phychobiologist, are two deeply inse
cure single people in theirlate twenties.
Rather than chance a rejection from a
woman, Paul avoids the situation en
tirely. Diane is fragile,"academic-look
ing"andextremely self-conscious about
her looks. Paul and Diane have the
world in common. They read the same
books, listen to the same music, have
similar taste in decorating, even work
in the sameresearch company, but when
they first meet, there is no chemistry.
After experimenting with the love po
tion, this will soon change.
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Summer movies sizzle the screens

HOT SHOTS
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THE
COMMITMENTS
In his acutely observed, touching
and frequently hilarious new film, di
rector Alan Parker chronicles the ef
forts of a fictitious group of workingclass Dubliners to form a soul band
together: The Commitments.
Jimmy Rabbitte, (Robert Arkins),
is the avid music fan who places an ad
in the local press for a band with a
mission, to bring soul to Dublin. We
follow the band from their shaky be
ginnings as they fight adversity, and
one another, in their attempts to be
come more accomplished and success
ful. But their mission iscomplicated by
that rock 'n' roll demon, sex. In the
ensuing mayhem they achieve their
moment of greatness, however fleet
ing, and each one of them is touched
and altered forever by the experience.

DYING YOUNG
Hilary 0,Neil is an attractive, out
going young woman whose mundane
existence is circumscribed by few
oppurtunities, little money and a series
of failed relationships. She's looking
for a different kind of life, a life with
purpose.
Victor is a wealthy, educated man
who is also trapped, by a debilitating
illness and a domineering father. He
longs to escape from a life that offers
sickness and isolation.
But when Hilary and Victor meet,
they come to realize that each has some
thing to give to the other. And that
perhaps they are looking for the same
thing.
"Dying Young" is a moving drama
about a free-spirited working-class

ik.
Julia Roberts and Campbell Scott in the drama "Dying Young."
together in "Steel Magnolias."

ONLY THE LONELY
Officer Danny Muldoon, (John
Candy), is a lonely, good-hearted Chi
cago cop who finally finds true love
when he meets Theresa Luna, (Ally
Sheedy),, the shy daughter of a local
mortician. Unfortunately, their romance
has a dramatic effect on Danny's rela
tionship with his cantankerous, over
bearing widowed mother, Rose, with
whom he has spent his whole life.
This outspoken Irish immigrant
feels threatened by the new woman
with whom she must compete for
Danny's attention. As Danny's rela
tionship with his mother begins to sour,
his guilt evokes a series of comical
fantasies, all of which protray her life in
grave danger.

POINT BREAK
Keanu Reeves and Patrick Swayze in the action-thriller "Point
Break."
named "Sleepy Weasel." He is to fly
alongside the radiant crew of military
perfection.

DUTCH
Dutch Dooley has what he thinks
will be an easy task. He's to pick up his
girlfriend's son, Doyle, at an Atlanta
boarding school and drive him home to
Chicago for Thanksgiving.
Dutch, an honest,good-hearted man
who leases cement trucks for a living,
figures the longdrive will give him and
Doyle a chance to get acquainted. Un
fortunately, Doyle does not share
Dutch,s enthusiasm for the trip. He is a
snobbish, anrogant, blue-blooded ado
lescent, and he cares little for Dutch or
his working-class values.
Taken from his sheltered and privi
leged world, Doyle Standish is going to
learn about life in the real world whether
he likes it or not on what turns out to be

BARTON FINK
In this new comedy from Joel and
Ethan Coen, set in Hollywood during
the early Forties, John Turturro plays
the title character, an eamist New York
playwright enjoying overnight fame
and critical acclaim for his new play, a
celebration of thecommon man.When
a movie studio offers him a
screenwriting contract, Barton sets
aside his qualms about pandering to a
mass audience and moves to Los
Angelos, where as a concession to his
social conscience he checks into arather
seedy hotel. There, during a brutal
heatwave, he struggles to carry out his

ROADS SCHOLAR
*

an extraordinary raod trip home. Ed
O Neill stars a Dutch Dooley in
Dutch, also starring Ethan Randall
as Doyle Standish and JoBeth Wil
liams as Doyle's mother Natalie.

woman who is hired by an ailing, shel
tered young man to be his caretaker.
Their friendship will have a profound
effect on both of them, as Victor learns
about life from Hilary and she learns
about love from him..
In this film, Julia Roberts reunites
with both producer Sally Field and
director Joel Schumacher who worked

Johnny Utah (Keanu Reeves) is a
rogue, a rebel. Always looking for the
edge, always living on it. When inju
ries kill apromising pro football career,
he joins the FBI, and the Bureau trans
fers him from themidwest to LA, where
sun, surf, traffic and smog somehow
coexist with New Age music and 20th
Century spiritually.
Assigned to investigate a near-per
fect string of bank robberies, special
agentUtah takes a lead from his partner
(Gary Busey) and goes undercover

RKSTURANT Y CANTINA

NACHOS

.

BEEF
7.95
Marinated strips of beef, with bell peppers, onion and
tomatoes, sent sizzling to your table. Served with
tortillas, ranchera sauce, guacamole and Mexican rice.

NACH05 GRANDES

TACO EL CARBON

3.95

In cheese, diced tomatoes, then garnished
with guacamole.

A large flour tortilla filled with cubes
of spicy sirloin, shredded lettuce,
Cheddar cheese and diced tomatoes.
Served with rice and beans..5.95

4.95

A mound of tortilla chips covered with
beans, shredded beef, diced tomatoes,
salsa, guacamole, cheese, sour cream and
Jalapenos.

make a move, whether it's
across campus, across town,
or across the country.

QUESADILLA

3.50

A flower tortilla filled with melted cheese,
green onions and Jalapenos. Grilled to a
golden brown.

You'll get exactly the
right truck with ail the
comforts you want, like

TAQUITOS

A/C, power steering

Corn tortillas filled with beef,deep-fried,

....3.95

then served with guacamole and sour
cream for dipping.

,/VD'

Plus, we have

BEEF
5.25
A crisp flour tortilla shell filled with beef and
beans, then topped with crisp lettuce,
tomatoes, cheese and sour cream.
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Served with Mexican rice
and refried beans
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Taco - Chicken Taco - Sean Surrito
Beef Burrito - Cheese Enchilada
Chicken Enchilada - Taquitos

1. COMBINATION PEQUENA
4.95
Your choice of any ONE of the above Mexican specialties
2. COMBINATION GRANDE
Your choice of TWO of the above

s.

RYDER.

We're There At Every Turn!"
M0W-923-A 4-91

Any

CHICKEN...........
5.25
A crisp flour tortilla shell filled with chicken
and beans, then topped with lettuce,

tomatoes, cheese, sour cream, and

economics.
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Loud is Good
TheEDLOS will be here on the
UOP campus at Long Theater this
Saturday, May 18. The two-hour
show begins at 8 p.m. TheEDLOS
are four San Francisco-based a
cappella singers who claim to be
from the planet A Capella from
which they wereexiled for being too
loud. Loud is Good, their 1990 re
lease, was named as a result of that
exile. The album includes popular
tunes suchas"DukeofEaii,""Happy
Together," and "Papa was a Rolling
Stone."The group is known for their
flair for off- the-wall comedy. Could
itbethat Larry Venza,a 1978 gradu
ate of UOP, was affected by this
campus?
Redwood Music Festival '91
A cultural experience including:
music ; ethnic food; community
booths; and dancing will be featured
Saturday, May 18, from noon to 8
p.m. at this year's Redwood Music
Festival at Estuary Park in downtown Oakland.

CHICKEN
7.95
Tender chicken breast marinated and sauteed with
tomatoes, bell peppers and onions. Served with
guacamole, pico de gallo and ranchera sauce, rice and
beans.

magna cum laude to show

and am/fm radio.

By Terry Sanchez

THE
CHILI PEPPER

Corn tortillas sprinkled with beans, covered

rent from Ryder every time you

rMusic N o t e s n

1986 PRICES!

•fou don't have to graduate
everyone how smart you are. Just

among the maverick fringe who surf
off theSouthem California coast. There,
Utah meets his match, Bodhi (Patrick
Swayze), one who shows the young
FBI agent a whole new way of looking
at the world, and himself.

5.95

3. PLATO DE LA GASA
6.95
Create your own Mexican dinner with any THREE

guacamole.

235 N. Center Street
Stockton, CA. 95202
(209) £>67-3636

SPORTS
A look back at
Baseball wraps up 1991 season

The Pacifican, May 16, 199}
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was in the midst of another skid, this
one saw them lose eight of ten. The
Tigers found a way to end the slump
though, they defeated then#l Stanford,
6-4, and used the momentum of the
victory to propel themselves to a five
game winning streak, the longest of the
season. During the streak, they swept
conference foe UC Irvine for the first
sweep by a Tigers team since the 1988
team swept UC Santa Barbara.
Pacific was 17-21 for the season
and 3-6 in conference, they wereout of
the Big West celler for the first time in
over two years. The Tigers visited UC
03 Santa Barbara and were swept. They
also lost to UC Davis in a 14 inning
% game that saw Davis score 15 runs in
O
c
(Q the top of the 14th inning. The Tigers
:is* DD) were able to rebound for that four game
slid and taketwo of three from San Jose
0
S tate at home and also taketwo of three
13
0>O
from UNLV in Las Vegas. Pacific was
s
21-28 overall and 7-11 in conference,
D
the most conference wins since 1988.
The Tigers then hosted Long Beach
at UC Davis with a 5-4 victory over the State in the final weekendof the season
always toughAggies. They proceeded and took game two of the three game
to win 9 of their next 10 games includ season by a score of 2-1. The Tigers
ing a come from behind victory that victory was the first time Pacific has
saw them score five runs in the bottom defeated Long Beach State since 1988.
The Pacific season was not without
of the ninth to beat L.A. State.
The Tigers were now only three its share of streaks and records. Keith
games under .500 and the nine game Johnson drove in 42 runs to set a new
losing streak was long foigotten. After standard for most runs driven in for a
beating Samford and losing twice to single season. Bob Buck established
Sacramento State, the Tigers opened the old mark way back in 1971 at 39.
up conference play when they hosted Pat Floyd had the longest hitting streak
Fresno State, eventual conference for the Tigers this season, he hit safely
champion, and wereswept After beat in 14 consecutive games. During his
ing USF, the Tigers visited Cal State streak, Pat's average soared to well
Fullerton, the #2 team in the confer above the .380 mark. Pat, who scored
ence, and were swept again. Pacific 44 runs, was four runs shy of breaking

V

By Mike Martinez
Staff Writer
The Tigers ended the baseball sea
son on Sunday on a down note by
losing to #4 ranked Long Beach State
11-0. The loss dropped the Tigers
record to 22-31 overall for the season
and 8-13in the Big West, good enough
for 5th placein college baseball's most
competitive conference.
That was but one of the many val
leys in thisseason of ups and downs for
Pacific. The Tigers started off the
season bylosing ten of their first eleven
games, including a nine game losing
streak. They snapped thatlosing streak

Spear
makes
sports
his life

the single season record for most runs
scored. Chip Sell finished the season
batting a team leading .326, that's the
fourth highest batting average by a
freshman in Big West history.
In the pitching department Joe
Brownholtz led the Tigers in 10 differ
ent categories. He led the team in most
games started and also threw the most
complete games. Joe finished the sea
son at 8-5 and two saves, recording
victories in theTigers two biggest wins
of the season, tossing complete game
againstStanfordandLong Beach State.
In his last four starts of the season, Joe
pitched a total of 37 innings giving up
5 earned runs tolower his team leading
ERA to2.91. His ERA is the lowest by
a Tiger pitcher since Rob Schilling's
2.08 in 1981. Larry Shenk recorded 6
wins and a pair of saves for the Tigers
this year and boasting an ERA of 3.28.
His best game of the year was a threehit shutout at UNLV where he struck
out six and walked none. Jim Yanko
also had an ERA of 3.28 while earning
3 wins for the season, including a fourhit, nine strikout shutout performance
vs. USF.
At the plate, Keith Johnson also led
the team in HR's(7), hits (67), triples (3),
and totalbases (104). His heme run total
this year combined with histotal from last
year places him third on the all-time list
behind Walt Poole (28), and VicMadden
(15). PatFloydfinishedtheseasonwitha
.295 batting average, an improvementof
13 points from last year. Pat also reached
base the most times having reached safely
98 times. Eddie Mylett led the Tigers in
stolen bases with 28. Hewas also theonly
Tigerplayertohaveplayed in all 53Tiger
games and not have committed an error.

softball
By Andrea Peterson
Sports Editor

The University of the Pacific softball team finished the 1991 season last
Friday night when they split a double
header with Cal State Northridge, los
ing the first game 1-3 but winning the
final game4-2. The final record forthe
1991 season is 26-37-1 overall and 1023-1 in Big West Conference action.
In the first game, Sue Cardinale
went the distance, allowing three runs
(none of them earned), on eight hits
while striking out five battersand walk
ing only two. Cardinale closes out the
1991 seaosn with a record of 11-15,
and finishes her career with an ERA of
1.04 and 202 strike outs.
Also in the first game against the
Matadors, freshman outfielder Kris
McDowell stloe one more base to make
the new Big West single-season record
36 thefts.
In the second game, theTigers had
no errors and nine hits (five of them
doubles), in the win over Northridge.
Junior Charlene Hommerding got he
win for the Tigers, coming in to relieve
starter Lea Lopez n the fourth inning.
Hommerding allowed one run on three
hits, struck out three and walked two.
The win evens her recordat44. Wendee
Espinosa and Alicia Buettner led the
Pacific hitting with two doubles each.
There were three seniors whoplayed
their final games on Friday.
Lisa DeBenedetti came to Pacific
out of Lodi High School. S he finished
her career at Pacific with the most

Tigers hype "Kopp Gun"
for Heisman trophy

Staff Something

By Todd Woodford
Sport Management is perhaps one
of the fastest growing fields in America
today. Here at Pacific, this major is
relatively new and is in search of hard
working students who will help this
field become more respectable and
better known. Alfie Spear, a Sport
Management/Communication major,
has accomplished tremendious things
for this occupational field since he
started school here in the fall of 1987.
Spear was bom is Baltimore, Mary
land 22 years ago. He lived therefor
eight years before moving toNewport,
California. After elementary school,
Spear's parents decided to send him to
the Hum school of Princeton. This
private high school stressed the impor
tance of a sound education. Princeton
is where Spear began to display his
interests in sports. During his fresh
man year, he became a "gofer" for the
athletic director. His job entailed run
ning errands, typing letters, and keep
ing score for several high school sport
ing events.
After high school, Spear returned
(See SPEAR, page 9)

UOP Quarterback, Troy Kopp, breaks records in 1990.

What's this? University of the
Pacific is promoting one of its foot
ball players for consideration for the
1991 Heisman Trophy? The highest
national award bestowed upon a col
lege football player?
Absolutely! And if ever Pacific

hadatruly legitimate candidate tocompete for college football's top honor,
now is that time.
Quarterback Troy Kopp accumu
lated staggering numbers last season
— to the point where several national
publications andnews services, includ

ing The SportingNews, included Kopp
on their lists of "other candidates" for
the 1990 Heisman. Thenjustasopho
more, the6-2,200-lb. product of Mis
sion Viejo was. busy racking up the
third-greatest average total offense
(See KOPP, back page)

1991 BACCALAUREATE
An Ecumenical Christian Service

Sunday May 19
MORRIS CHAPEL 11:00 am

TIGER'S YOGURT

%

Close Campus Location

4227 Pacific Ave. at Brookside
(near Pharmacy school)
Open Daily 11am-10pm
F R E E

(*47°° Value

Happy Hour 4-7 Weekdays

Includes:
Perm,
Haircut. Style) I

I

2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4
(209) 478-6290

6321 PACIFIC AVE.
W« c — iydM

al BIOLAGE Un

There has been quite a bit of com
motion lately in college athletic circles
regarding things like regulations, vio
lations, penalties and the KnightFoun
dation Commission. Many people do
not know exactly what the Knight Com
mission is and why it exists.
The Knight Foundation Commis
sion is a committee made up of 22
members, 14 of which are current or
former college presidents. The com
mission has been studying the possi
bilities of reform in college athletics,
andrecentlyreleasedtheirlong-awaited
report.
In the report, thecommission makes
a number of recommendations for re
form, the most important of which is
for presidents to take control. More
specifically:

1) Governing boards should cede
total authority over sports programs to
college presidents, and presidents
should seize control of NCAA (Na
tional Collegiate Athletic Association)
decision making.
2) Presidents should insure that their
sports programs comply with federal
statutes barring sex discrimination.
3) The NCAA should require in
coming freshman athletes to complete
15 high school core subjects success
fully, rather than the current 11.
4) The academic performance of
athletes should be reviewed each se
mester and athletes should be declared
ineligible if they are not making
progress toward a specific degree.
5) Each college should require ath
letes in all sports to graduate at the
same rate as other students.
6) Scholarships for athletes should
(See KNIGHT, page 9)
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Store at your safe and secure local Bekins Moving & Storage
Agent who is only 2 miles south of the UOP campus.
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We'll give you a warehouse receipt for the storage you bring us
and all you have 1o do is pick it up next Fall. No need to pay us
until the Fall either!
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We sell new and used packing cartons.

Call and compare our rates and services
Better yet, drop by and inspect our facilities

BRING A FRIEND AT
| REGULAR PRICE
I AND GET YOUR'S

Innovative
Hair Salon

The Tigers, have also set team Big
WestConference recordforstolen bases
in a single season. As a team, Pacific
has combined for 90 steals in 112 at
tempts for an 80% stealing percentage
in 1991.

*g33£g

This special summer storage discount provided to all UOP
students who bring us this ad and show us their student I.D.

P E R M

New A

Senior catcherShellie McCrary was
selected to the All-Conference 2nd team
as the designated player. McCrary has
been consistent all season in the desig
nated player position, knocking in 23
runs and carrying a batting average of
over .300 for the better part of the
spring.

One month free rent with a minimum of two months paid storage
at our already low prices.

The Rev. Norris Palmer
and Fr. Charles Murphy

UOP's favorite yogurt shop

J

Knight Foundation
report proposes
athletic reform
By Somebody sports like

Staff Writer

doubles in a career by a Tiger (30), and
has played in 244 games, another cj.
reer record at Pacific.
Sue Cardinale has played more
positions in her career than any other
Tiger in history. She has played in the
outfield,first base, secondbase,pitcher
and as the designated player.
Shellie McCrary has been selected
for All-Big West honors twice in her
four years at Pacific. In 1988 as a
freshman and again this year as a se
nior, McCrary was selected to the AllConference 2nd team.
Two Tigers were selected for AHBig WestConference honors last week.
Freshman center fielder Kris
McDowell was an All-Conference 1st
Team selection in the outfield.
McDowell had a record-setting fast
year as a Tiger, stealing 36 bases for a
new conference record. Besides lead
aiouspog*)
ing the lead in stolen bases all through A|fi! 5pear
^^gasttoattc'u
out the season, McDowell has also I
West
.Spear Wi
been ranked in thetop 20 in the country "cr^/diePacifi^PT";
through most of the season.
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SINCE 1891
MOVING AND STORAGE AGENCY

943-6683
734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton
(South on Pershing, right on Fremont Street, left on Wilshire)
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Alfie Spear
(Continued from previous page)
back to the West Coast to attend the
University of thePacific. Spear wasted
little time becoming involved with the
athletic department as he got a job as
the NCAA score reporter for both the
football and basketball games at Pa
cific. His primary responsibility was to
answer the"hot line"and report scores
to news stations around the country.
Part of the requirements for the
sport management major is each stu
dent must complete two internships.
Spear did his first intern in thesummer
of 1989 at the US Olympic Training
Center in Marquette, Michigan. Here
he was responsible for media relations
and marketing promotions.
During the spring of 1990, Spear
decided it was time to fill his second
internship requirement. After hours of
research, he decided to apply for a
intern with the Modesto A's farm club
organization. After 6 months of work
ing with the A's, the manager offered
Spear a full time job.
Because he still had one year of
school left, Spear had to find a way to
make thisoffer work so he could finish
his degree. At the beginning of this
spring semester, he decided it could be
done; both work and school. Since
Spear accepted this job he has been
averaging 55 hours a week working in
Modesto whDestill carrying 12 credits
at Pacific. This is a task that would be
extremely difficult for any individual
to handle, but some how, he finds a
way.
There is no doubt that Spear has
been a great contributor to the Athletic
Department, but this man has several
other accomphshments in the last four
years. Spear has beenastudentadvisor
for the past two years. His concentra
tion here lies within helping younger
students figure out appropriate sched
ules for their respective majors.
Two weeks ago, Spear was named
the outstanding senior in the sports
management program. This award was
given to him for demonstrating out
standing qualities of leadership, schol
arship and professional promise.
Perhaps the greatest personal rec
ognition Spear has received was last
faD when he won the 1990 Homecom
ing election. Spear was representing
Phi Delta Theta fraternity and believes
his brothers are the primary reason he
won the election.
Spear hopes to remain a part of the
A's organization for a couple of years
before returning to graduate school to
pursue a master's degree.
"By being involved with minor
league basebaD, I'm able to work in
professional sports. Professionalsports
is a field which has a limited job mar
ket. I'm at the age where I can handle
things financiaUy," said Spear. Had I
chose a more rewarded field finan
ciaUy, I would of wondered,aU my life,
what would have happened had I not
gone into Professional sports. You
have to be happy with what you doing
in life to be successful."
Spear has done great things in ath
letics as weU as school. With Spear s
motivation, drive and determination
there is little doubt thathe wiD become
a very successful worker in whatever
area of sports he decides to go into.

*

last for five years, and grants for needy ments answer the the alumni and boost
athletes should cover the full cost of ers who give them all the money to run
attending college.
the department. Currently, over half of
7) AD athletics revenues, including the athletic departments in the country
booster club gifts and coaches' outside are operating in the red. This makes it
income, should be channeled into the very tempting to do some maybe not so
university's general financial system. ethical things in order to cover operat
8) Coaches should be offered long- ing costs, etc.
term contracts.
One of the recommendations made
9) The NCAA should establish a by the commission is for the athletic
mandatory system to certify its mem departments to cut costs. Some of the
bers' success in attaining academic and cost control measures approved at the
financial integrity.
1991 NCAA Convention include re
10) Each college should conduct an ductions in the number and sizes of
annual academic and financial audit of coaching staffs, recruiting activitiesand
its sports program, and results of the athletic scholarships. Another recom
audits should be made pubhe.
mendation is tocurb the independence
What do each of these recommen of theathletics foundations and booster
dations mean?
clubs. One more suggestion is the
The commission has come up with revenue-sharing policy from the tele
a system of checks and balances they vision revenues from the National Bas
call the One-Plus-Three. The 'One' is ketball Championship.
Presidential Control. The 'Three" are
The National Basketball Champi
Academic Integrity, Financial Integ onships bring in lots of money. In the
rity and Certification.
past, the team who won the tournament
The commission says that presi got the largest amount of of the rev
dents are accountable for all major enues. This policy created many of the
elements in a university's life. What problems college athletics are now fac
the commission wants to see is for ing. This year was the first year that
presidents to control every aspect of revenues from the tournament were
athletics, from financial responsibDi- divided equally among all the teams
ties to the institution's involvement which participated in the tournament,
with commercial television. The com whether it be UNLV or Wyoming, they
mission would also like to see presi all get thesame amount money just for
dents take control of their conferences getting there. The reason for the rev
and of the NCAA decision making.
enue-sharing pohcy is the take away
Academic Integrity is meant todo the need to cheat to win the champion
two things. First, to bring the old idea ships.
of a student-athlete being a student
The third side of the triangle is
who participates in athletics and sec Certification. This calls for an inde
ond, to improve the schools' image pendent audit by an outside force to
outside of athletics.
authenticate the integrity of the institu
According to recent NCAA re tion. This suggestion is based on the
search, football and basketball players idea that the health of an institution is
at Division 1-Ainstitutionsspendabout much like the health of an individual
30 hours a week on their sport during and depends on periodic checkups.
the season. That is more time than Thesecheckupsshouldcovertheentire
spent attending or preparing for class. range of issuesin intercollegiate sports,
The 1991 NCAA convention, made from academic to financial. The com
headway in reducing the excessive time mittee also suggested that the NCAA
demands on student-athletes. Thecom- should extend the certification process
mission also suggests that student- to all institutions granting athletics aid.
ahtletes should take the same courses
So, what does the Knight Commis
offered to other studepts and that their
academic performance should be mea- sion mean to athletics around the coun
sured by the same criteria appUed to try?
other students.
First of all, the report issued by the
One other major recommendation committee was designed to clean up
by the commission in the area of aca- athletics ar all colleges and universities
demicintegrity is that theNCAA should with intercollegiate athletics, however,
take Proposition 48 and build on it. more specifically it was directed at
Some suggestions by the commission institutions such as Iowa State, where
here are; that by 1995, prospective football and basketbaD are the most
student-ahtletes should present 15units important things on campus, so impor
of of high school academic work in tant that they are a business. Hopeorder to be eligible to play in their first fuUy, the recommendations made by
year. That a high school student-ath the committee wiD go into effect and
lete should be ineUgible forreimbursed wiD begin to clean up college athletics.
campus visits or for signing a letter of The majorpurpose of the report is to get
intent until the admissions office indi rid of the low-down, lying, cheating
cates heor she shows reasonable prom and stealing that has plagued college
ise of being able to meet the require athletics for years.
Thesuggestionsmadeby the Knight
ments for a degree. Student-athletes
transferring from junior colleges should Commission can only begin the clean
meet the admissions requirements ap up process. Itwillbeafew years before
plied to other junior college students. any real changes are seen. However,
Financial Integrity is the abiding the approach being taken is that if you
obhgation an institution of higher edu begin at the core of the problems, ev
cation has to all of the resources that erything else wiD fall into place.
Perhaps in the future, college ath
support its activities in whatever form.
The problem here is that the name letics wiD not only be cleaner, but also
of the game at many big time sports more exciting.
schools in money. The athletic depart-
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Senior Staff Writer
I wish to apologize for the editorial
error in last week's intramural article.
Due to circumstances beyond my con
trol, an article from 3 weeks ago was
printed instead of theone I had written.
Therefore I will give a summary of the
last 3 weeks in intramurals.
SOFTBALL: Playoff spots were
determined and champions were
crowned. None of this year's champi
ons won their respective leagues. All
championships were decided in the last
inning. Some games included remark
able comebacks as well.
Co-Rec B - The Red league proved
to be the dominant league as both first
place Tight & Sweet and second place
AAA won their semifinal games. Tight
& Sweet routed Redeye's Revenge
(Green league runner-up) 18-3 while
AAA easUy handled Red leaguechamp
Needier'sRebellion 23-7. This final set
the stage for all the championship
games. Undefeated Tight & Sweetcould
not over come the odds of defeating the
same team three times in a season as
AAA scored9 runs in the4 th inning and
held on in the 7th to win 17-16.
Co-RecA-During league play these
teams took turns beating each other.
Regular season champ March Mad
ness went down to 4th place C-ya 9-8.
C-ya had not beaten March Madness in
two tries this season and came from
behind late in thegame to win. Trapped
in Stockton easDy defeated Grads in
Debt 16-6 in the other semifinal. C-ya
scored 2 runs to win in the 7th inning in
a game that wasa one run game through
out, defeating Trapped in Stockton 7-6
for the title. Again, C-ya had not de
feated Trapped in Stockton in 2 tries
during the regular season.
Men's B - AD the games until the
championship game were blowouts. In
the quarterfinals, Archania B (White
League) defeated South/West Sluggos
(Black League) 17-11 whDe M-Rods
(Blue League) romped over
Schleprocks (White League Champ)
13-2. The semifinals were not much
better. Blue League's winner, Long &
Deep, blasted Archania B 17-5 while
M-Rods did thg same to YAE (Black
League Champ and previously un
beaten) 17-6. To make up for the blow
outs, Long & Deep and M-Rods went
11 innings to decide the champion.
This game was more than just a cham

pionship though. Both teamswere from
the School of Pharmacy so bragging
rights were at stake as weD. Down 156, M-Rods scored 8 runs in the 6th and
2 in the7th inning to tie the score at 1616. Both teams scored 2 runs in the 9th
and remarkably both scored 5 runs in
the 10th. M-Rods won the game with a
single run in the bottom of the 11th
inning to win 24-23.
Men's A - These playoffs featured
the Hanabada Boys, who had won a B
title and 2 A titles in three years. They
were the overwhelming favorite com
ing into the playoffs, for they had won
all their regular season games.Archania
had won the Yellow League losing
only to runner-up £A£ once.The Sewer
Patrol came from 8 runs down on the
Sunday before playoffs just to get into
the final tournament. Hanabada Boys
scored 12 runs to ZAE's 3 in the final
5 innings to win 12-9 in their semifinal
game. Sewer PatrolouiscoKdArchania
14-9 in the last 4 innings to win their
wild semifinal 17-15. The final pitted
two teams who had seen each other
twice in regularseason. The.Hanabada
Boys had won both regular season
games over Sewer Patrol. It appeared
they would win again as they led 8-0
afterthe lstinning. Aft&xtheHanabada
Boys' 6 ran 6th inning Sewer Patrol
needed 3 runs just to play the 7th in
ning. They scored 4 runs in their half of
the 6th inning to remain alive. The
Hanabada Boys added one more run
forcing Sewer Patrol to score an unDkely 9 runs just to force extra innings.
True to form for all championship
games this year, Sewer Patrol scored
an unbelievable 10 runs in the bottom
of the 7th to win the championship,
leaving the Hanabada Boys without
the 3rd A championship.

Borgorossa '91 finishing on top
2-1.The Men's championship game
featured Malaysiaand YAE.This game
was a gruelling match with Malaysia
winning 1-0 with an early second half
goal.

VOLLEYBALL: This wasastrange
spring season for voDeyball. It was
marred with a many forfeits and can
cellations.YetArchaniaAandArchania
B won the 4-person A and B titles.
Archania A defeated Fearless Fliers in
the A final and Archania B defeated
Ninja Turtles for the B title. The CoRec title was won by Perfect Weapon
with Babes and Waves finishing in
second place.

Lost and
Found:

SOCCER: The rain-drenched sea
son finally ended 2 Sundays ago. The
Co-Rec title game featured The Radi
cal Rebels and Borgorossa '91. It was
a tight game throughout with

ULTIMATE FRISBEE: Although
there were only two teams in thisyear's
tournament, the competition was at a
very high level. Phi Delta Theta won
the 2 of 3 match in three very physical
games winning the last 2 games over
i
Eat Disc.
OTHER NOTES: Some people
have left softbaD bats and gloves out on
the fields and have come to the Intra
mural Office for them. If anyone has
picked up these bats and gloves at the
end of a game, please bring them to the
Intramural Office immediately. Asev
eryone knows, these items are not very
cheap to replace. Any otherequipment
that might have been taken from the
Intramural sites should be returned to
the Intramural Office as well. These
items arepurchased withASUOPfunds
and provided for your benefit If we do
not get these things back, we cannot
provide them next year. No questions
will be asked, just please return the
equipment.
The Intramural staff wishes to thank
all participants for a successful year
and to congratulate aD the champions
for thissemester. It is our hope you wiD
be here and participate next year as
well. For aD those seniors who have
played in the intramural sports, we
wish you good luck in the future and
hope you enjoyed intramurals as much
as we did bringing it to you.

If you left anything
behind during
intramurals, check
the office before
summer break.

F YOU'RE MT0 DOPE.
YOU MMHT AS WHi SMOKE IMS.

When you party
remember to...
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Don't get wrecked. If you're not sober
er you're not sure—
let someone else do the driving.
•\ message provided by this newspsifx^r
and beer Drinkers of America
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BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA
PARTY-SMART
National Headquarters

ISO Paularino Ave.. Suite 190
Costa Mesa. CA 92626
714/557-2337
1-800-441-2337
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By Rich Can-
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There's one sure way to see
your future go up in smoke.
Do drugs.
Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests. If you

fail the test, you're out of a job.
The message is simple,
Doing drugs could blow your
whole education.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT UF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America
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FairTest claims PSAT is biased in favor of males
(CPS)—The Preliminary Scholas
tic Aptitude Test (PSAT) is biased to
ward boys, and gives them an unfair
advantage over girls in getting Na
tional Merit Scholarships, a standard
ized test reform group charged May 4.
"Young women are cheated out of
millions in college aid each year by
National Merit'srefusal to stop using a
clearly biased test," asserted Cinthia
Schuman, executive director of
FairTest, a Cambridge, Mass.-based
group that has been critical of many of
the standardized tests students have to
take throughout their school careers.
As proof, FairTest released a
state-by-state study showing that while
more girls than boys took the PSAT in
1989, the majority of National Merit
Scholarship semifinalists produced by
the test were boys. Students become
National Merit Scholarship semifinal
ists soley because of their test scores.
They subsequently can win scholar
ships, which can be worth up to S2,000
a year for four years of college, based
on a combination of grades, teacher
recommendations, Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) scores and an essay. But
relatively few women get to that stage
because questions on the first qualifier,
the PSAT, are directed more at boys
than girls, FairTest alleged. "We're
hoping the National Merit Scholarship

Corp. will stop misusing the test,"
FairTest's Sarah Stockwell said. But
officials at the Illinois-based National
Merit Scholarship Corp., which ad
ministers the program,said they hadno
plans to change their system.
"There really is no evidence that
the testis biased,"saidElaineDetweiler,
National Merit's public information
director, who agreed there are more
male than female semifinalists. "Girls
just are not taking the advanced science
and math classes" needed to score well
on the PSAT, Detweilercontended."It's
an indication of different educational
preparation." FairTest, however, said
its breakdown of testscores suggests a
more subtle bias.
Fifty-four percent of students who
took the PSAT in 1989 were female,
but 59 percent of the National Merit
Scholarship semifinalists who emerged
from the test were male, the group's
numbers indicate.
FairTest used similar arguments to
stop the New York state government
from awarding grants called Empire
State Scholarships to students whogot
relatively high SAT scores.
In 1989 a federal court ruled that
FairTest's numbers, which showed fe
males scored an average of 60 points
lower on the SAT than males and re
ceived fewer grants, were enough proof

that the SAT was biased.
"The probability, absent discrimi
natory causes, that women would con
sistently score 60 points less on the
SAT than men is nearly zero," said
Federal District Judge John Walker.
FairTest said it is continuing to
examine the possibility of suing the
National Merit Corp. to get it, like New
York, to stop using standardized test
scores to award scholarships."The situ
ation is quite different because it is a
private, nonprofit group," Stockwell
explained. While test administrators
deny their tests are biased or thatscores
can be improved with coaching, a num
ber of the tests are now being over
hauled. LastNovember theEducational
Testing Service, which writes the SAT
and other popular standardized tests,
announced that future SATs would in
clude "open-ended" math problems—
in which students write an answer in a
blank instead of filling in a bubble - and
an essay question. On April 27, pro
spective med students took a new, revisedMedicalCollegeAdmissionsTest
(MCAT) for the first time. "The new
MCATpurports to focus on the student's
ability to apply this knowledge to the
analysis of research and problems,"
said Theodore Silver, a physician and
law professor who helped write the
new MCAT.

KOPP

QUOTES

KINKOS

(Continued from page 8)

(Continued from page 6)

(Continued from page 3)

by a sophomore in NCAA history
(364.00yardspergame). What'smore,
94.2 percent of his total came within
the Tigers' last seven games!
Kopp's passing and total offense
figures compare favorably and in most
cases surpass those of past Heisman
quarterbacks Andre Ware, Vinny
Testaverde and Doug Flutie. He was
ranked third in total offense and pass
ing yards per game behind 1990 lead
ers David Klingler of Houston and iy
Detmer of Brigham Young, both jun
iors who also return in '91.
While it mayseem rarefor a Pacific
athlete to be tabbed for college football's
"Oscar," it also is not the first time a
Pacific player has been considered for
the award. Tiger running back Dick
Bass finished eighth in the Heisman
balloting in 1958, and diminutive quar
terback Eddie LeBaron placed sixth in
1949.
What will it take for UOP's "Kopp
Gun" to earn consideration for the
Heisman? An energetic and enthusias
tic campaign, includingposterand bro
chure, by the school's athletic depart
ment designed to reach the 1,050
Heisman voters nationwide. And what
will result? Perhaps the greatest and
most wide-ranging publicity generated
for the University in recent memory.
So cop your vote for Troy. Troy
Kopp: Pacific's "Kopp Gun" for the
1991 Heisman Trophy.

I would try to meet more people
as a fresh man and notget so hooked
on partying with fraternity guys—
take more business classes.
-Hilary Green

lays. Kinko's stores near theUniversity
of Utah and Cornell University also
have reported delays getting packets to
students and professors. Despite the
problems, custom textbooks remain
popular amongprofessorsandstudents,
publishers say. Bookstores at many
schools, including Memphis State,
Gonzaga and Northern Arizona uni
versities and the University of Nevada
atReno will produce custom textbooks
from materials supplied by professors.
Major publishers also have gotten into
the act "They're very popular," re
ported Don Kilbum, president of Ginn
Press, a Simon & Schuster subsidiary
that announced in March it will soon
start creating custom texts from mate
rials in its line of business administra
tion books. Last fall, McGraw-Hill
started offering professors the option
of creating custom texts by choosing to
assemble different sections from its
regular accounting books. "The jury is
still out" on whether custom textbooks
will become more popular than regular
textbooks, Kilbum said. The advan
tage, he added, is that "professors and
students are looking for materials that
are timely in nature." Bi£ if professors
want "timely" custom textbooks from
Kinko's, they are going to have to give
the copy center plenty of time to get
copyright clearance for the materials
they want to include in the packets.
"Wearealreadyaccepting course packs
for next fall," Kempton reported.
"We'retelling professors, 'If youdon't
get in early, you're going to get lost in
the shuffle,"' he said.

MONEY
(Continued from page 4)
she had ever sent them any money and
she replied, " No, I don't have
enough " and then her voice trailed
off.
The bottom line is this. Money is a
basic methodof communication between
human beings. In war or peace, love or
hate, MONEY TALKS!
OJc. so it's my opinion, but people,
relax becauseyou need money. Facts are
facts. Maybe money isn't important, but
to me it ranks right up there with oxy
gen!!!

I would have studied abroad,
worried less about grades, been
more open to meeting people.
-Kelli Strobel
I wish I'd met more people, stud
ied more freshman year and played
sports.
-Missy MacNeish
I would concentrate more on
academics but, I would still party
the same amount!
-Glenn McElderry
Life's a bitch and she's back in
heat.
-Ed Calderon
I don't know what I like more,
mauling with five chicksorfive pasta
dishes.
-John Despirito
Beware of a duck in a rain suit

COOP
(Continued from page 4)
will, because they have to. But I think
we can see where Mr. Atchley's loyal
ties lie.
Finally, the Pacifican editorial com
pletely overlooked the fact that we are
here: it makes it sound as if the second
floor of Anderson Hall was already
vacant I would like to remind students
that we'restill here,at leastfor thenext
two weeks, and to encourage them to
make the trip to McConchie when we
do make the move.
Randy Tudor
Graduate Assistant
CO-OP/ Internship Program

FOR SALE

SCHOLARSHIPS up to $20,000/yr.
available. No grade or Income re
strictions. All majors. Call our 24hour recording (213) 944-4146 Ext. 47
for details.

Don't rent It, own It! Refrigerator for
sale. Good condition. $45 O.B.O. Call
Jane at 944-9494 or 944-9830. Leave a
message.

Dancers, Exotic Wanted for bachelor/ette parties. Must be reliable,
out going, enioy fun working condi
tions. Call 1-825-2744
ENTERTAINMENT
A-l Entertainment Dancers for all
occasions.
Bachelor/ette, strip-ograms, private shows, low rates.
Always hiring. 1-825-2744.

Student must sel I computer Mac SE 40
. New, still under warantee-best offer.
Call944-9315or 944-9373. Ask for Beth.
Bike, 3-speed, Ladies model. Used
good condition. Lock included, $50
Katy 944-7516

C

Amcam

PARKING
therefore ask the above parties to act
quickly and allow stickered cars to be
able to park in areas within walking
distance of residence halls. I also ask
that the two hour parking signs in front
of Manor Hall, McConkey Hall and the
Kappa Tsi house be removed. Other
wise, I will find it easier not to buy a
UOP parking sticker and encourage
other students to do the same.

SUr£tostock

up
_ Kodak Color

Andy Blee

8, good luck in your finals. Hope 1
see you again.
mirer

Your Secret A<

To my brutally honest man, I lov
you! Someone had to say those
scary words first, thanks for bein
there in my moststressful moment
Look forward to the best summer (
your life!! -J

PERSONALS

Suzie- Well I guess that's all st
wrote. How sad! Thanks for all tt
good times, and here is to the man
to come. LET'S PARTY!!!!!!!
Cheryl

Hello Jay (P.T.Malor), Itwasniceto
meet you. Wishing we had more time
to know each other better. Take care

SBPA GRADUATES- Congratuli
tions! See you this Friday, 8:(
P.m. at the SASBPA Party!!

Camera

Kodacolor

(Continued from page 4)

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
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SPECIAL GRADUATION
•ru „ . WEEKEND HOURS

The Bookstore will be open for one hour before
each graduation ceremony for cap and gown
pickups and will remain open approximately one hour after
each ceremony for cap and gown returns. You may also
return caps and gowns on Tuesday or Wednesday during
regular Bookstore hours.

The University Bookstore
Books . . . a n d a w h o l e l o t m o r e '
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
N"

'

' K r Discounts Apply • Salt- Knds Ma v 26th

